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ABSTRACT

Some Aspects of Agricultural Trade in Respect to
Economic Development of Thailand
by
Prasert Wongbhan , Master of Science
Utah State University , 1967
Major Professor: Dr. C. A. Hofman
Department: Economics
The expansion of international trade, according to the traditional
trade theory, can be the escape passage from economic stagnation.

Further-

more , it will result in specialization within a country and increasing e ffici ency
of production and real income.
The concept and measurement of economic growth are explored.
Also the importance of international trade for a small nation is studied.
The author traced the structure a nd trends of world trade, which are contributed to economic growth in the past.

Then studied the structure a nd

pattern of international trade of Thailand.
The growth in Thaila nd's participation in world trade is significant,
but the rate of growth in production a nd income are a mong the low level.
In recent years, the government of Thailand introduced the economic develop-

ment pla n with a basic aim to stimulate economic growth and to raise the
income per capita among its people.

The findings agree with Prebisch proposal that the growth in underdeveloped countries must be promoted by dom es tic industrialization.

And

the application of traditional trade theory into the underdeveloped countries
and into the world of today is questionable.

(107 pages)

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Origin and the nature of the problem
According to classical economists , comparative advantage and international division of labor , the gain to a country from foreign trade consists
of getting indirectly in exchange for those products in which a country has
comparative advantage in production more goods or better goods than could
be produced at home with the same quality of productive resources.

It be-

ing understood that the possible gain maybe used to obtain increased le isure
as well as more or better commodities.

1

Trading countries gain not only the

static gains of international specializa tion, but also the growth transmitting
gains of dynamic interaction.
The evolution of the international economy has been a cumulative process.

Export opportunities, affecting the volume and pattern of investment,

shaped countries' stock of capital equipment.

Robertson holds that:

The specializations of the nineteenth century were
not simply a device for using to the greatest effect
the labor of a given number of human beings; they
were above all an engine of growth. 2

1Jacob Viner, International Trade and Economic Development (Glencoe,
III: Free Press , 1952), p. 50.
2 D. H. Robertson , "The Future of International Trade , " Economic
Journal (March, 1938), p. 5.

2

Some still hope that trade can serve as engine of growth to quicken
the development of underdeveloped countries, a nd that private capital will
venture from the developed countries to find new raw materials and create
new industries, giving rise to new production possib ilities, creating new
trade pattern.
But others are not optimistic , Raul Prebisch states that:
It is true that the reasoning on the e conomic advantage
of the international division of labor is theoretically
sound, but it is usually forgotten that it is based upon
an assumptioro which has bee n conclusiYely proved false
by facts. According to this assumption, the benefits
of technical progress tend to be distributed alike over
the whole community either by the lowering of prices or
the corresponding raising of incomes. The countries
producing raw material s obtain their share of these benefits through international exchange, and therefore no
need to industrialize. 3
Moreover , there is a long run te ndency for the terms of trade to turn
against countries exporting raw materials and foodstuffs.

These countries

frequently confront gaping shortages of fore ign currency, and are obliged

to restrict their imports. Some of them have had to curb investment spending, slowing down their planned development.

For the underdeveloped

countries, however, expansion of internationa l trade does not seem to have
helped much in raising domestic levels of living.

3united Nations, The Economic Developm ent of Latin America and
Its Principal Problems (New York, 1950), p. 1.

3

Purpose and scope
The purpose of this paper is to s tudy the trends of agricultural
trade to determine whether the speculation of Prebisch, which disagrees
with the traditional theory of interna tiona l trade, is true.

It will also dis-

cuss the contention that historica lly the forces of international trade have
impeded the development of poor countries.
This paper will be concerned with the historical and statistical evidences of international trade between poor and rich countries, historical
changes in pattern and structure of world trade, an exploration of international
trade theory concerning the importance of foreign trade to small and poor
countries, arguments as to the effect of international trade on underdeveloped
countries, and an evaluation of the conc lusion.
This paper will be directed specifically toward Thailand - one of the
poor countries in Southeast Asia.

About four-fifths of Thailand's total

working population is engaged in agriculture and related industries . Agriculture contributed over one-third of the national income, and accounted
for the bulk of the exports.

The importance of agriculture in the Thai

economy cannot be overstated.

4

CHAPTER II

INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

The concept a nd measurement of economic growth
Economic growth rema ins a ma tter of major concern for all countries
of the world.

Yet it is difficult to de fine economic growth in any precise

way , or to pinpoint the factors which cause it.

Like life itself, growth is

a composite of many factors and has ma ny fa c ets .

No single-term definition

or single-factor explanation can eve r be adequa te.
Planning for economic growth pres upposes the possibility of describing and measuring progress over a period of time.

Inter -tempora l compari-

sons, though not very frequent in the past, have become inevitable with
planned development.

To speak of developm ent is to assume that a given

society is proceeding in a certain dire ction towa rds a preconceived fore seeable goal, the practical attainment of which will mean a more desirable
state of affairs than now or hitherto being experienced.

As S. Herbert

Fr.ankel states :
Indeed, to speak of development , or lack of it , at all ,
is to assume that the society to which the term is
applied is proceeding, or is fa iling to proceed , in a
certain direction towards or pre conceived foreseeable
goal or end, the attainment, or pa rtia l attainment , of
which will indicate a more desira ble state of affairs

5

than that now being experienced , or than that which
the society in the past. 1
Economic growth involves not only inter-temporal but also interspatial
or international comparisons.

The basic urge for growth arises from an

awareness of economic inequality among the nations of the world.

Criteria

of growth are evolved with reference to conditions prevailing in a particular
country or a group of countries , a nd these conditions change with the passage
of time.

Economic growth thus becomes a question not only of absolute

changes in a certain aggregate but also of relative changes.

Thus, a com-

parison of countries similarly situated becomes significant both for gauging
their relative performance, and for discovering the motive forces behind
rapid growth in some countries or the causes of its absence in others.
Such comparisons can be valid only if they are based on uniform concepts.
The problem of international comparison has attracted attention and
assumed added complexity because econo mic growth in the different parts
of. the world is taking shape under social systems which make ·varying
a priori assumptions concerning suc h fundamental issues as the ownership
of the means of production, the role of the public sector, centralized determination of priorities , etc.
In seeking a working defintion , economic growth may be held to

signify· a sustained increase in a set of magnitudes , i.e. level of investment,

1s. Herbert Frankel, The Economic Impact on Underdeveloped Societies
(Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press , 1953), p. 56.
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production, e mployment, and productivity.

Sustained failure to increase

these magnitudes would mean stagna tion or , under certain circumstance,
even a decline.

It is necessary to distinguish secular trends from short

run fluctuations , and economic changes over the relatively long period are
qualified by such adjectives as sustained or presistent.

The time perspective

within which these changes are viewed makes a profound difference to measurement of growth.

A time period carelessly selected, or too short or abnormal

would give an inadequate if not a misleading picture.

The determinants of economic growth
An attempt to explain why growth has been faster in some communities
than in others should help improve understanding of the determinants of
growth, and assist in framing a growth policy.

The very multiplicity of

growth factors has led , in rece nt years, to the radically different viewpoint; balanced versus unba lanced growth.

The balanced growth of Nurkse

advocates, "a frontal attack---a wave of capital investments in a number
of different industries .

,z

Hirchman has built up an alternative strategy of economic developm ent: the deliberately "unbalanced growth" approach.

He has contended

that "if the economy is to be kept moving, the task of development policy is
to maintain tensions , disproportions and disequilibria. ,3

2R. Nurkse, Problems of Capital Forma tion in Underdeveloped
Countries (New York: Oxford University Press , 1953) , p. 5
3A. 0 , Hirchman, The Strategy of Economic Development (New Haven,
Conn: Yale University Press, 1958), p. 66.
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This reasoning challe nges the "bala nced growth" approach which
seems to have large ly dominated policies of many countries.

The basic

t enets of the balanced growth approach stem from the maxim that it is
nece ssary to a ttack the growth problem , or to start simultaneously a large
numbe r of projects, a s Nurkse mentioned above, which will support one a nother.

Once such a high l evel of production is attained , growth becomes

an upward spiral in which other necessary conditions a nd r equirements
are automatically brought about.
But the unbalanced growth a pproach has found a support from a
r e cent report of the ECAFE :
History , moreover, provides no evidence of growth
having proceeded in such a balanced fashion; on the
contrary, it would rather s upport the view that growth
takes plac e whe r e a leading sector, after a certain
time lag , takes a long with it other sectors of the
economy. 4

Measuring economic growth
An a ttempt at interpreting and measuring growth in economic terms
may involve at least two principal categories: stock of r esources or productive assets, and the flow of output or income in the form of a n aggregate
or an average .
One m easurable indicator of economic growth in t erms of productive
assets is the rate of capital accumula tion , as Hagen states in the first

4 United Nations, Economic Commission for Asia a nd the Far East
(ECAFE) , Economic Survey of Asia a nd the Fa r East, 196l(Bangkok,
Thailand) , p. 21.
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sentence of his article "capital formation is frequently regarded as the process
immediately responsible for continuing economic growth. ,5 The concept
of capital, however , itself is uns a tisfa ctory for probing the rela tion between growth of output and the input whic h make t his growth poss ible.
In national income a ccounting, an input is defined as capital or inves tment

on the basis of its durabili1y, but it is obvious tha t both durable and nondurable capital and curre nt-inputs a re required to augment the na tiona l product.

Capital outlays may be even more ins ignifica nt in the field of social

se rvices.

Since a prime requirement of growth in the underdeveloped

countries is the creation of social overheads a nd the rise in the output
of agriculture, the traditional national a ccounting concept of capital , or
the capital output ratios calculated from the statistics based on these concepts a lone are unsatis factory for expla ining the growth of these econo mies . 6
A recent statistical analys i s made by the secretariant of the United
Nations Economic Commission for Europe found that, in the post war growth
of western European countries , "inputs of labor and capital a ccount for
only a part--and often a relatively small pa rt--of growth, and that more
intangible factors, whether they are labeled 'technique': or' 'organiz i~'
or the human factor play a very important role. " 7 The important thing ,

5E. E . Hagen , "The Theory of Economic Development ," Economic
Developl))ent a nd Cultural Change (April, 1957), p. 193.
6united Nations , ECAFE , 1961 , op, cit. , p .. 2.5 •.
7Ibid. ' p. 7.
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in any event, is not so much what capital is but what it does, and assessment of its results must run in terms of tbe more basic concept of income.
The most common criterion of economic growth has accordingly
been aggregate flow of output in the form of national products or national
income.

This has its own peculiar difficulties, that first of which is

to decide what constitutes incom e , what it should include or exclude.

Uni-

formity of concepts is neede d for making comparisons, whether inte r-temporal
or international. Aggregate product may be defined restrictively to include
those activities which result in t a ngible products that satisfy human wants.
However , the exchange criterion, which includes all remunerated activities
irrespective of whether they result in materia l goods or non-material services,
has rec eived general acceptance.

It has a lso been suggested that "within

household activities those on which the a mount of tim e spent is relatively
responsive to the rewards for remunerated activities outside the hous e hold
are economic; those on which the amount of time spent is relatively insensitive
to change in external occupations are non-economic or leisure time activities; ,8
the chores of life are included in the former group and the rituals of life in
the later.

Because of difficulties of mea:ouring in accordance with this wide

concept, it has been most common to adopt the market approach.
Economic developme nt can be measured , at least , in the sense of
continued expansion of total productivity in the economy, and in the sense
of increase in real income--per capita a nd in aggregate.

8rrving B. Kravis , Problems in the Internationa l ComJXlrison of
Economic Accounts (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1957), p. 350.

10

Importance of international trade
for the small nations
Diversification of the economic structure is a major characteristic
in the process of national economic development.

Typically, when the

leve l of econo mic development and per capita product is low , a large share
of the country 's economy is devoted to agriculture, and non-agriculture
activities are narrowly limited. An increase in per capita income in a
country is normally accompanied by a rise in the share of industrial output,
and a wide range of economic activities can emerge in response to the variety
of human wants. 9
But at ally given level of production and per capita income, the economic structure of small nations is typically less diversified than that of
large natioanl units.

There are several reasons for expecting small nations

that have only recently progressed beyond the subsistence stage to concentrate
economic production on a rel atively limited range of activity: first , the
small size of the area, and consequently, the relatively uniform climatic
condition thereby imposed limit the effective amount and variety of natural
resources upon which domestic production can be based, second, the s mall
population and the correspondingly limited domestic market, particularly
in a country with low per capita income, reduce the chance of establishing economically a range of many industries which require a l arge minimum,

9 Hollis B. Chenery, "Pattern of Industrial Growth," American Economic
Review (September, 1960), p. 624.

11

let alone maximum , scale of plant; fina lly concentration in a few economic
activities , in which a small country possesses comparative advantage, may
fully absorb its small labor supply, a nd other resources. 10
For these various reasons , the limited variety of domestic output is
likely to fall short of satisfying the whole range of domestic demand.

Inter-

national trade, therefore , tends to be of greater weight in the total economic
ac tivity of small developing nations than in that of larger ones with similar
levels of per capita income.
The first is the economies of la rge-scale production to the small
nations.

It is a familiar phenomenon in countries with large internal markets ,

that in certain industries productive efficiency is greater, up to a point,
the larger the scale of output.

The greater effici ency is reflected in

lower average (and marginal) cost of production as output increases.

The

lower unit costs associated with greater output in certain industries m;ty' be
the result of either "internal" economies of scale or "external" economies.
Internal economies are those realized by the firm as the consequence of its
larger scale of operations.

External economies, on the other ha nd , are

enjoyed by the firm, not as a result of its own expansion in size, but as a
result of growth in the size of the industry as a whole.

lOsimon Kuznets , "Economic Growth of Small Nations," reprinted in
E.' A. G. Robinson, ed., The Economics of the Size of Nations (New York: St.
Martin's Press , 1960), p. 10.
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Whether economies are of internal or external origin they are the
by-product of large scale output of the firm , in one case, a nd of supporting industry , in the other.

A la rge output, however , is economically feas-

ible only if the m arket fo r the products is commeasurately large . Hence
countries with small na tional market - a s described above - are not able to
enjoy the economies of large-scale production as economically as can those
countries with large internal marke ts. 11
It can be concluded that international trade, without any interferences,

gives a poor a nd s mall country opportunity to remove domestic shortages
and to overcome the diseconomies of the small size of its domestic market.
Interna tional trade is a dynamic force whic h , by widening the extent of the
market , permits greater us e of machinery, overcomes the indivisibilities,
raises the productivity of labor, and enables small cou ntr.ies to e njoy incre asing returns a nd e conomic development.

International trade a s a strategic
factor influencing economic growth
International division of labor and inter national trade , according to
traditional trade theory, will enable every country to specialize and to
export thos e things that it can produce c heaper in exchange for what others
can provide a t a lower cost , have bee n and still are two of the basic factors
promoting economic well-being and increasing nationa l income of every

llD, A. Snider, Introduction to Interna tiona l Economics (Home wood , ill:
R. D. Irwin , 1963) , pp. 35-36.
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participating country. Moreover , what is good for national income and the.
standard of living is , at leas t pote ntia lly, a lso good for economic development: for the grea ter volume of output the grea ter can be the rate of growth ,
provided the people individua lly or collectively have the urge to s a ve a nd to
invest and economically to develop.

The higher the level of output, the easier

it is to escape the vicious circle of pove rty and to take-off into self sustained

growth to us e the ja rgon of modern developm ent theory.

Hence , if trade

raises the level of income , it a lso promotes economic development.
Haberler, one of the defenders of traditional theory , contended that
in most underdeveloped countries , international trade plays quantitatively
an especially important role , that is a la rger percentage of their output
is being exported.

He also said:

Many underdeveloped countries a re highly specialized also
in the sense that a very large pe rce ntage of their exports
consists of one or two staple commodities . . . a high
level of concentrated trade will , in most cases, be much
better than a low leve l of diversified tra de. 12
Moreover the tremendous importanc e of trade for the underdeveloped
countries follow from the classica l theory of comparative cost in conjunction
with fhe fact that the comparative differences in cost of production of industrial products and foods a nd raw materials between developed and und erdeveloped countries are obviously very great , in many cases, in fact ,

12 G. Haberler , "International Trade and Econo mic Development, "
reprinted in T. Morgan, G. W. Betz and N. K. Choudhry, Readings in Economic
Development (Belmont, Calif: Wadsworth , 1963), p. 243.

14

infinite in t he sense that coujltries of either group just could not produce
what they buy from the other.
The classical model has been criticized on the ground that it is
static, that it prese nts only a t imeless view of compa r ative costs a nd
fa ils to take into account dynamic eleme nts . Haberler mentioned that
over and above the direct static gains dwelled upon by the traditional
theory of comparative cost, trade bestows very important indirect benefits upon the participating countries. 13 Viner al so a dmits the necessity

of interpreting comparative advantage in a dynamic setting in wliich the
efficiency of production may c hange overtime, external economies may
exist , a nd the market prices of com modities and factors may differ from
their opportunity cost. 14 Viner's view is the c lass ical theory of international trade in its neo-classical form.

The exploration of the validity

of neo-classical theory will be bri e fly discussed and the e mpirical evidences
to support it will appear in l ater chapters.
However, the applicability of the classical trade theory to present
day conditions in the underdeve loped countries has been re-examined and
reaffirmed by Haberle r :
My overall conclus ion is that internationa l trade had
made a tremendous contribution to the development

13

Ibid. ' p. 246.

14Jacob Viner, "Stability and Progress : The Poorer Countries' Problem,"
in D. C. Hague, Stability and Progress in the World Economy (London: Macmillan ,
1958) ' pp. 61-62.

15

of less developed countries in the 19th a nd 20th centuries
and can be expected to make a n equally big contribution
in the future. 15
The capacity to save increa ses as rea l income rises through the more
efficient resource allocation assoc iated with international trade .

They also

have interpreted the "indirect effect" of J. S, Mill's interna tional trade theory
as a dynamic forc e which, by widening the extent of the market, international
trade also improves the division of l a bor a nd raises the general level of
productivity within the country. 16 This conception of the impact of trade
emphasizes the supply side of the development process -- the opportunity
that trade gives a poor country to remove the domestic shortages and to
overcome the diseconomies of the s mall size of its domestic market.

Of

major benefit is the opportunity that trade offers for the exchange of goods
with less growth potential for goods witli more growth potential, thereby
quickening the progress that results from a given effort on the saving side.
Perhaps of even more value than the direct importation of material goods
is the fundamental educative effect of trade.
A deficiency of knowledge is a more pervasice handicap to development than is the scarcity of any other factor.

Contact with more advanced

economies provides an expenditious way to overcome this deficiency.

The

importation of technical know-how and skill is an indispensible source of

l5Haberler, op. cit. , p. 242.
16H. Myint , "The 'Classical Theory' of International Trade and the
Underdeveloped Countries," Economic Journal (June, 1958), pp. 318-319.

16

teclmological progress , and the importation of ideas in general is a potent
stimulus to development.

On top of this , the developed countries' increas-

ing demand for raw materials and foodstuffs created incentives for capital
and labor to move from the developed countrie s to the developing ones,
accelerating the process of growth transmission from the former to the
latter.

That is the private capital will venture from the advanced countries

to find new raw materials and create ne w industries.
On the demand side, this expa ns ion in exports of foodstuffs and raw

materials was induced by the growth of richer countries.

Their dema nd

for imports of primary products increas ed as their industrial output rose,
their population increased , r eal income grew, and consumption standards
changed.

While their demand for prima ry products rose, the richer countries

followed their own comparative advantages in industry and allowed the specialization in primary production to occur overseas. 17
Further, the access to foreign market by allowing economies of large
scale production makes its profitable to adopt more advanced techniques of
production which require more capital ; the opportunities for the productive
investment of capital are then breater than they would be if the market were
limited only to the small size of the home ma rket.
Historically, they also contended , the numerous poor countries reveal
considerable growth developed through interna tional trade , and international

17 G. M. Meier, Internationa l Trade a nd Development (New York:
Harper and Row, 1963), pp. 159-160.

17

trade is often much cheaper and easier than internal trade, and the
specialization between countries is often much easier a nd earlier than
s pecialization between r egions within a country. 18
The traditional conclusion has been that international trade stimulates
a country's development.

Above and beyond the static gains that result

from the more efficient resource a llocation with given production functions,
international trade also transforms existing production functions and induces
outward shifts in the production frontier.

The dynamic benefits of trade can

be summarized as meaniQ.g that movement a long the production frontier in
accordance with the pre-existing comparative cost situation will tend to
push up and out the production frontier.

The thesis for Latin Americal9
Traditional trade theory is criticized at two levels: the first
denies the validity of its conclusions , and the second, denies the forces
of international trade, historica lly, have helped little in the development
of underdeveloped countries.
Theoretically, Prebisch argues, "ideologies usually tend either to
lag behind the events or to outlive them. " According to the accepted
doctrine, countries producing raw materials share in the benefit of technological

18K. Berrill, "International Trade and The Rate of Economic Growth,"
Economic History Review (Vol. XII No. 3, 1960) , p. 352.
19united Nations, op. cit. , pp. 1-8.

18

progress through international trade.

They have no need to industrialize

themselves; if they do so "their lesser efficiency would result in their
lossing the conventional advantage of exchange ." And "the flaw in this
assumption is that of generalizing from the particular. "20
In historical evidence, Prebisch insists, "the industrialization of

Latin America is not compatible with the efficient development of primary
production. " He further states tha t "technical progress seems to have
been greater in industry than in the prima ry production of peripheral countries. "2 1
Prebisch also argues that technological progress has a "demonstration effect," a poor country's a ttempt to emulate a rich country's consumption
pattern, and hence imports consumer goods, it might have been expected
that imports would have risen more rapidly.

It also raised the propensity

to consume in the poorer countries and has thereby limited capital accumulation.
It creates new wants in Latin America which can not be satisfied by local

production.

His position has been supported by Myint. 22

Concerning the fluctuations in prices a nd volume of primary products,
he wonders if prices behave according to the textbook models of pure competition

20united Nations, Ibid. , p. 1.
21 Ibid. , p. 2.
22see p. 82 below.
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which the prices of industrial products would consequently have fallen relative to those of primary products.

In rea lity "the price relation, therefore,

moved against the periphery , contra r y to what should have happened had
price falled as costs decrea sed a s a result of higher productivity. ,23
After his criticism of traditiona l trade theory, Prebisch proposes
an alternative thesis of growth: the growth in underdeveloped countries
in Latin America must proceed through domes tic industrialization, s ince
there is little chance of reliance on export-led growth.

Domestic invest-

ment will increase demand for capi tal equipme nt from abroad, and for basic
materials.

Since exports grow but s lowly , and capital borrowing is impossible

or expensive, it is necessary to cut down on imports of consumer's goods.
Total imports will not decline under this policy of "i mport substitution. "
But their composition will change away from consumption items in favor
of machinery and primary products .

He put it:

Industrialization has become the most important
means of expansion. This does not mean, however,
that primary exports must be sacrificed to further
industria l development. Exports not only provide
the foreign exchange with which to buy the imports
necessary for economic development, but their
values us ually includ es a high proportion of land
a nd rent, which do es not involve any collective cost. 2 4

23

Ibid . ' p. 9.

24Ibid. ' p. 6.
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CHAPTER III

STRUCTURE AND TR ENDS OF WORLD AGRICULTURAL TRADE

Ma gnitude and direction of world
trade in a gricultura l products
Growth in production: the pas t three decades have witnessed a
higher rate of expansion of output in the industrial countries than in the
primary producing countries of the world. 1 Manufacturing production has
been expanding mo re rapidly t han primary production , and its relative predominance in the indus tria l coun tries expla ins why they have overpaced the
primary producing countries in aggregate output.

The world pattern of

growth as between primary a nd ma nufac turing output is also r e fl ected
domestically both in the primary producing countries and in t he indus trial
co untries.
World trade in the past three decades (1928-1957) has expanded less
than world production.

The reasons for this development are the faster

rise in output in the United States, which depends les s on import of raw
materia ls than wes tern Europe , and increasing self-sufficiency in primary
products in the industrial countries .

Wo r ld trade in a gricultura l products

1united Nations , ECAFE, 1959, op. cit., p. 54.
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in recent years has accounted for one third of a ll me rchandis e exports
a nd for about three fourths of a ll trade in primary exports. 2
In 1961 world exports to taled $111 b illion ; they were about onefifth as la rge as the United States gross national products of the same
period.

Fully half of the wo rld 's exports a re tra ded be tween the developed

countries of the world.

The indus t r ia l countries imported only $22 billion

worth of goods from the underdeveloped countries, or just twenty per cent
of world exports , a nd less than thirty per cent of all imports bought by the
industrial countries.

It is this tra de flow tha t must transmitt the growth

impulse from developed countries to the less-developed countries .

(See

Table 1) Furthermore this strategic tra de flow ha s grown more s lowly
than the flow of tr ade within the indus tria l countries.

The dolla r value

of the trade a mong the developed countries increased by 100 per cent from
1953 through 1961 , while the dollar value of trade from less-developed
countries grew by only twenty-six per ce nt. 3
During 1962-1965 , trade a mong the developed countries had the
same pattern of trade which occurred in 1961.

That is the increasing

trade be tween de veloped countries was faster than those of unde rdeveloped
countries.

(See Table 2)

2 Ibid .• p. 55.
3Peter B . Kenen , Inte rnational Economics (Englewood Cliffs , New
Jersey: Prentice-Hall , 1964) , pp. 99 - 100.
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Table 1.

Trade between industria l a nd non-industrial countries in 1961
Value in
dollar
b illion

Per cent in
world
trade

Per cent in
change
since 1953

111.2

100

63

Exports of developed countries

80.9

73

82

To developed countries
To underdeveloped countries

56.9
24.0

51
22

100
51

30.3

27

26

To developed countries
To underdeveloped countries

22.5
7. 8

20
7

26
24

Imports of developed countries

79.4

71

72

Imports of underdeveloped countries

31. 8

29

44

Trade flow

World exports (imports)

Exports of unde rdeveloped countries

Source: General Agreement on Ta riff and Trade, International Trade,
1961, pp. 9 and 24.

In one important case , developed countries imports of petroleum
have grown rapidly, and only a small number of underdeveloped oil rich
countries , have prospered in consequence.

The demand for petroleum has

pumped great sums of foreign c apital into the Near East and Venezuela, for
example, and these countries have used their oil revenues to finance their
development.

Fluctuations of prices and volume on exports
Export plays a strategic role in unde rdeveloped countries in determining national income , r a te of s a ving a.nd of ca pital form a tion , monetary
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Table 2.

World tra de between 1962 - 1965 (billion dollars)

Trade

Total exports (imports)

World tra de
in
billion
dolla r s

Per cent
1962 1963 1964 1965 change
from
'62-'65

117

123

134 151

164

40

Exports

91

95

104 118

129

41

Imports

93

100

111 125

137

46

Exports

26

28

30

33

35

38

Imports

29

30

31

31

36

24

DeveloEed countries

UnderdeveloEed countries

Source: United Nations, Directions of Trade (Washington, D.
1961-1965) , pp. 2, 6 , 17.

stability and the progress of economic development programs.

c. '

There is a

tendency for the price and volume of exports from underdeveloped countries
to fluctuate severely in the course of the world business cycles, and a
secular tendency for the prices of their exports to decline relative to the price
of their imports . 4

4 United Nations, Instability in Export Markets of UnderdeveloEed
Countries (New York , 19 52) , a nd Rela tive Prices of Exports and ImEorts
of UnderdeveloEed Countries (New York, 1950).
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Large fluctua tions in price s a nd volume of exports may well have
a tremendous impa ct not only on a country 's ba la nce of payments but a lso
on its internal economy .

The e ffect on the interna l economy is conveyed

by way of the fluctu a tions in income genera ted in the trade sector in the first
instanc e, a nd in public revenue derived from customs duties, a major
source of revenue for underdeveloped countries.

It will be noted at this

point that the interference with freedo m of tra de by high tariffs a mong
unde rdeveloped countries is existing, a nd is far from the postula te of
free trade.

Rising foreign dema.nd a nd rising income in the expo rt sector

can give a n impetus to economic growth by increasing both the effective dema nd fo r domestic products a nd the supply of foreign exchange to finance
imports of development goods.

The danger a re , however , that excessive

income generated in the export sector will create inflationary pressure,
l eaving the country with a difficult adjustment.

A development program

based on the expectation of continued strong foreign demand for a country 's
major exports may be pa ralyzed if tha t demand weakens. 5
The secular trend in price s of primary commodities relative to
prices of manufactured goods is downwa rd.

And "on an average , a given

quantity or primary exports would pay, a t the end of this period (from
the latter part of the nineteenth ce ntury to the eve of the Second World War)

5Instability in Export Ma rkets of Underdeveloped Countries, op. cit. ,
p. 1.
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for only sixty per cent of the qua ntity of ma nufactured goods which it could
buy a t the beginning of the period . .,S
Yea r to y ea r fluctua tions in price a vera ged about fourteen per cent;
that is in an a vera ge year of falling prices, exports dec lined fourteen per
cent if volume rema ins stable.

Avera ge year to year fluctuations in export

prices of individual commoditie s r a nged from five per cent to twenty-one per
cent.

No s ignifica nt difference in stabili ty wa s found in comparing United

States import prices with ma rket prices. 7
Cyclical declines i n pric es of primary commodities average about
twenty-seven per cent over a four

nd one-half year cycle.

Cyclical swings

in the case of individua l commoditi es r a nged from five per cent to forty per
cent.

On the a vera ge , underdeveloped countries exporting primary commodities

experienced a decline in prices from a n index of 100 to seventy-three from one
year to the next.
The vulnera bility to price fluctua tions was greatly increased by the
fa ct that. year to year movem e nts tended to be in the same direction for
two or three y ea rs a t a time. 8
Avera ge year to year fluctu a tions in the volume of exports of primary
co mmodities were between eighteen a nd nineteen per cent a year , thus

6 United Na tions, Rela tive Prices of Exports and Imports of Underdeve loped Countries (New York , 1950) , p. 7.
7 United Na tions , op. cit. , p. 4.

8 Ibid. ' pp. 4-5.
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exceeding fluctua tions in prices by a cons idera ble margin .
countries exporting prima

Underdeveloped

products experienced a n a vera ge drop in ex-

port volume from a n index o f 100 to e ighty -one , or rise from 100 to 123a
from one yea r to •nother with the pos ibility that the a ctua l changes would be
grea ter in ma gnitude .

9

While t he yea r to y ea r fluctua t ions in volume were grea te r than in
pr ice, to 1 cy clical movements we re s imila r.

However , owing to the fact

that cyc lical movement in volum e tended to be s horter and more concentr ated t

n in price , the a nnua l r a te of cyclica l fluctuations in volume

range from under ten pe r ce nt to over fifty per cent for different commodities.
On a n a vera ge, cyclica l va riations ca us ed export volum e to decline from 100
to seventy-thr ee a nd to return to 100 within four years. 10
This a ppa rent downwa rd trend in price is only half the problems
facing the les s -developed countries .

They must al so cope with short

term flu ctuations that can be very violent. Other evide nce shows that
the years 1955 to 1961 s a w compara tive stability in the world economy .
There wa s , of course , two reces sions in the United Stat es, but ne ithe r
one was de ep or long , and the Europea n econo mies suffered no setbacks

a A rise fro m 100 to 123 represents an increase of about nineteen
per cent of the higher point rea c hed , that is , 123.
9Jbid. ' p. 6.
10 1bid . , pp. 6- 9.
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a t al l.

Yet there were wide s hort term swings in r a w ma terial prices.

Seven majo r pr oducts showed one or more y ea r to year price drops
grea ter than twen • per cent. 11
Cocoa

- 27 per cent (1955 -56)

Coconut oil

-26 per cent (1960 -61)

Coffee

-21 per cent (1958-59)

Copper

-33 per cent (1956-57)

Rubb e r

-27 per cent (1960-61)

Wool

-29 per cent (1957 -58)

Copr'L

-29 per cent (1960-61)

Thi s sho rt- ter m inst<.bility is nothing new.
nounced before the Second World Wa r.

It was much more pro-

But the tolerence for price

fluctua t ions is much sma ller in recent years, because the governments
of the underdeveloped countries a re in a position to offset fluctuations in
exports by internal measures , some governments have justified restrictive
trade practices on the grounds that diversificatio n of their economies is
needed for sta bilization purpose s.

Furthermore, the instability of export

prices is usua lly mirrored in total export earnings.

Total receipts can be

changed by more than prices; when dema nd declines , price a nd quantity fall
together , a nd price times quantity fall by more than either one a lone.

11 International Moneta r y Fund , Interna tional Financia l Statistics
(January, 1967), pp. 26-29.
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Compos itio n of world tra de a nd trends of world
a gricul tur l exports
The signific a nce of the agricultural component in the export earnings
is s till very i mportant to the va s t ma jority of underdeveloped countries.
While trade in a gricultur a l products remains of outstanding importance ,
its record in recent y ea r s ha s been fa r from satisfactory.

Among the

m aj or trends is the fact that the trade in a gricultural products since
the Wa r !Lis grown s ubstantia lly s lower than world trade as a whole.
(See Table 3) .

Table 3.

Percentage increase in world trade in 1959-61 over 1952-53.

Type of tra de

Volume

Value

World merchandise

50

50

World a gricultural

36

14

Source: Food a nd Agricultur al Orga nization of the United Nations ,
Agricultura l Commodity Tra de a nd Development (Rome , 1964) ,
p. 9.

As me ntioned a bove, world tra de in the past three decades (1928-1957)
ha s expa nded l ess tha n world production.

It is the long term tendency

for the dema nd for primary products to lag behind demand for industrial
OUtput.

The decline in a gr icultur a l export ea rnings of the underdeveloped
countries resulted from the fact tha t a gricultural exports have expanded

29

at slower r a tes in volume and suffered from sharper declines in prices
than nea rly a ll other products .
Furthermore , this slow r a te of growth of world agricultural trade
has been shared unequa lly between developed and underdeveloped countries ,
with underdeveloped countries lagging behind the developed countries.
From Table 4 below, the ris e in va lue of agricultural exports from underdeveloped countries by merely one fourth of the rise in volume illustrates
the severity of the decline in unit values for these exports over the past
ten years.

Recent mild upward cha nges for some of these unit values appear

to reflec t a temporary mitiga tion , r a ther than any fundamental structural
change , in this downwa rd trend.

The divergence (as shown in Table 5)

of movements of unit values for good exports from developed and underdeveloped
countries is of interest, as in the dive rgence for agriculture and agricultural
materials within the underdeveloped ones.
The effects of the absolute fall in agricultural prices have been
compounded by a slow steady increase in the pric es of manufactured exports.
This resulted in a fall of thirty-two per cent of the import purchasing power
of the prim ar y expo rts of underdeveloped countries between 1950-1962 ,
of which thirty-four and forty-one per cent were due to declines for exports
of food a nd of a gricultura l raw ma terials respectively. 12

12Food a nd Agriculture Organization (FAO) , op. cit., pp. 9-10.
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Table 4.

Percen tage increa se of world trade in 1959-61 over 1952-53

Volume
per cent

Value
per cent

50
36

50
14

46
28

24

World trade
World merchandise
World a griculture
Agricultura l exports
Frpm developed
From underdeveloped

7

Source: Food a nd Agriculture Organization, Agricultural Commodity
Trade a nd Development (Rome , 1964)

Struc1:!g'~...!!!2..££!.11.-e~ition

of

Thailand's foreign trade
Thaila nd is primarily an agricultural country, exporting primary
products, such as rice, rubber , tin, and other agricultural crops.

Like

all other primary producing countries, the economy of Thailand has always been vulnerabl e to fluctuations in external markets.

At the same

time, Thailand depends on foreign countries for essential manufactured
consumer's goods, fuel oils , ma chinery and transport equipment.
Thailand's imports rose in value from 8, 237 million baht in 1958
to 12 , 488 a nd 15 , 327 million baht in 1963 and 1965 respectively.

The

increase in value of exports was from 6, 447 million baht to 9, 731 and
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T.lble

. Indices of export unit value s, 1954-1963 (1950

~e ..tr

From develoeed
Food

~

100)

From underdeve loeed
Food ag.
Raw mat.

19 4

107

124

83

19 59

104

89

82

1960

1~3

85

85

1961

103

83

78

1962

105

83

74

1963 1st qua rter

108

91

76

Sourc e : FAO . 1964. Ibid .

12 , 97 5 million ba ht in the sam e per iod . l3 The fas t rising demand for
ca pital goods to meet the country's economic deve lopment on t.he one ha nd
a nd fo r coms ume r goods r equired by a rapid growmg population on the other,
ha s res ulted in a co ntinuing de ficit in the trade account since 1952.

During

the pa t fi ve yea rs (196 0-1964) the volume of i mports s howed a steady ex pa nsion , whil e the growth in exports was i nterupted in 1962, re fl ecting
the wide flu ctu'ltions of the country's primary exports in the internationa l
m a rke ts.

13B1n k o f Thaila nd . Annua l Economic Reeort , 1965 (Bangkok ,
Th:u ldnd) , pp . 7-13.
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The total va lue of imports increased by about forty-eight per cent from
1960 to 1964.

The fas tes t growth in imports has been in the capital goods

ca tegory ; which ros e from 37 . 6 per cent of the total imports in 1960 to
48. 3 per cent in 1964.

But imports of m a te rials c hiefly for capital goods

declined from 11. 1 per cent of the total imports to 9. 8 per cent in the same
period . Although rising incom e has r es ulted in a steady increase in the value
of the impo r ts of consumption good s , the percentage of such imports to total
imports has declined; from 39. 2 per cent in 1960 to 29. 6 per cent in 1964. 14
(See Table 6)

Table 6.

Percentage dis tribution o f imports of Tha iland 1960-1965

Year

Consumption
good s

Materia ls
chie fly
for co nsumption
goods

Materials
chiefly
for capital goods

1960

39 . 6

12. 1

11. 1

37. 6

1961

39.3

13 . 9

10. 1

36.7

1962

36 . 6

13 .8

10.4

39. 8

1963

31.4

14.3

10. 1

44.2

1964

29.6

17 . 3

9.8

48.3

Source : United Na tions, ECAFE , 1965, p. 295 .

14united Na tions, ECAFE , 1965 , p. 295.

Capital
goods
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The country' s dependence on r ice exports for its foreign exchange
ea rn ings has declined to some exte nt during the past fifteen years . Rice
ex ports which co ns titute a bout for ty -five pe r c ent of the total export in
1948 wa s only thirty-five per ce nt in 1965 . Rubber and tin , however, have
s ha r ed a s teady increa se in the country 's total exports, while the share of
teak ha s de clined . In addition , two new ca sh crops: maize and kenaf have
r ece ntly played a s ignifica nt rol e in t he nation's foreign trade diversification.
(See Table 7)
Since export goods of Thailand consist principally of agricultural
products a nd r a w m a te ria ls, the bulk of its exports as a rule go to industrial
a nd food -de fi c it countries .

The change in the composition of trade was

a c compa nied by a change in the direction of trade . On the export side,
As ia n co untries, namely Malays ia , J apa n , Singapore, and Hong Kong rem a ined the im portant markets for ric e , maize, and other cereals, while
west ern Europe continued to be the m a jor customer for tapioca meals ,
teak, k ena f, a nd ric e .

The trends of export to and import from the United

States wer e in opposite directions: the share of exports to the United
States in to tal exports from Thailand fell fro m 13. 5 per cent in 1960 to
only 4. 3 pe r cent in 1964 , while that of imports into Thailand rose from 14. 4
pe r cent to 16 . 8 pe r cent at the s a me period.

(See Table 8) 15

15 Nationa l Statistica l Office, Bulletin of Statistics (March , 1966) ,
p. 43.
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Ta bl e 7.

Export va lues by commodity of Thailand, 1948-63

1948

1961

1962

1963

Rice

45

36

34

35

35

Rubbe r

20

21

22

19

15

Tin

2

6

7

7

8

Teak

4

2

Commodity

1965

1

Ma iz e

6

5

8

7

Jute & Kena f

6

6

3

8

Ta pioca produc ts

4

4

4

5

17

19

19

20

Ot he r s

28

Sourc e : Officia l Yearbook (Bangkok; Thailand , 1964), and Bank of Thailand,
Annual Economic Reports, 1965.

The re was no major change in the direction of imports.

Japan is still

Thaila nd' s leading s upplier , followed by the United States, the United Kingdom , a nd the West Germany.

Terms of trade and the export-based
ca pacity of import
Owing to the present limited manufacturing activity , Thailand has

to de pend on imports for the supply of manufactured goods.

The capacity

to import is determined chiefly by export earnings , since exports are the
m a jo r foreign excha nge earners in the balance of payments .

The degree
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T~.ble

8.

Tha ila nd's directions of trade 1948, 1961-1964 (pe rcentage )

Countr~

1948

196 1

1962

1963

1964

EXJ20rts to
J a pa n
M .il')._:,·:..t

Unit ed St t!es
Br ita in
W. Ge rma ny
Hong Ko ng
Singa po re
Ne the rla nds
Indones ia
Fra nce
Italy
Suisse

0.3
3. 4
22. 1
2.7
0. 1
9. 3
1.1
4. 6
0. 1
0.6
1. 8

14. 8
8.6
13.5
7.8
5. 2
9. 3
8. 3
2.4
7. 3
0. 7
0. 7
0. 1

14.2
8. 7
14. 5
4. 9
5.5
11. 1
8.6
4.4
5. 9
0. 7
1.3
0. 6

18 . 8
7. 3
14. 5
3. 8
4.7
9.7
7.9
3. 1
7.7
0.8
2. 1
0. 3

22 .3
6.3
4.3
4. 7
4.8
7.9
7. 3
4.7
8. 2

32.4
17.3
0.5
9. 1
7. 1
2.6
0. 9
4. 1
6.3
2. 1

30.2
16.8

Im12orts fromJ a pan
Unite d States
Mal aya
Brita in
W. Ge rm:tny
Hong Kong
Singa pore
Ne the rla nds
Indones ia
Fra nce
Suisse

2. 3
10. 3
1.0
6. 8
o. 1
19.9
2.4
0. 8
0.4
0. 3

28 . 7
14. 4
1.9
9. 3
7. 1
5. 9
5. 8
4.4
3.0
2.2
1.5

29.2
17.0
0.4
8.9
7.2
2.8
0.4
5. 0
7.0
3.5
1.9

1.9

Source : National Statistical Office, Bulletin of Statistics , and United
Na tions, ECAFE.
- --- Ne gligible.

9.6
7.7
2. 8
3. 5
3.3
1.8
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to whic h e ports ca n purchas e imports is in turn determined by total export
ea rning and by the prices of import commodities for which exports are
e cha nged.

The e port-based capaci ty to import , speaking more precisely ,

c<tn be expressed by the unit va lue of imports. 16
The a vera ge y ea r to y ea r fluctua tions in the terms of trade were
grea te r tha n tho s e in the unit va lu e of imports.

Thus, in general , the domi-

nant fa ctor me na cing the stabili ty of t he export-based capacity to import in
the prim r y exporting countries has been in instabilities of export prices-which in turn , has been mainly ca used by instability in the prices of the
m a jor a griculturlli exports.

The a verage year to year fluctuatio ns in

T hail,t.lld f ll in the r a nge of 10-15 per cent during 1948-1957. 17
Movements in the export-based capacity to import may be compared
with movements in a ctual imports at constant price.

In Thailand the re-

la tiv e movement of the export-ba s ed ca pacity to import and real imports
showed r a ther similar pattern.

(See Table 9) This capacity to import

wa s substantia lly in excess of rea l imports before 1953, when Thailand's
rice tra de was flourishing , but the trend was reversed after 1953 when the
seller 's ma rket for rice disappeared. 18

16united Na tions , ECAFE , 1957 , p. 127. The definition of capacity
to import differs from the export-based capacity to import is also taking
into a cc ount the net effect of other exc ha nge receipts a nd payments.
17Thid . • p. 128.
18umted Na tions , ECAFE , 1957 , p. 129.
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Ta ble 9.

Te rms of tra de a nd capa city to import and gains from trade,
1957 - 1965 (value in $ million)

1957

1959

1961

1963

1965

Value of exports (X)

390

358

47 7

466

627

Value o f imports (M)

410

4 18

485

610

725

Price inde of X
(Px) 19 58 ; 100 %

97.5

105.8

106.0

102.6

104. 0

Pric e index o f M
(Pm ) 1958 ; 100 %

103. 3

98. 7

101. 7

94.4

93.9

X a t 19 58 price
(X/ Px)

400.0

T e rm s o f tra de
(Px/ Pm)

9 4. 3

338

450

454

602

107.2

104.3

108.6

110.7

Ca pa d ty toM
(X/ Pm) 1958 p r ic e

377

352

466

493

669

Ga ins or losses
from excha nge in T/ T
(X/ Pm - X/ P x )

-23

14

16

39

66

Source : Value of X and M from IMF , Directions of Trade,
Px , P m a nd Terms of t rade from Bank of Thailand,
Annua l Economic Re~rts , 1965.

T haila nd 's import price s ha ve in general varied less than export
prices , the te rm s of trade ha ve a s a rule fluctuated more or less in line
with the un it values of exports.
has a lso !1uctua ted s ubs tantia lly.

Thus the export-based capacity to import
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Since 1959 the terms of tra de of Thailand has improved som ewhat.
Ex po rt pri ces improved slightly, this was largely du e to higher prices for
tin , a nd new cas h crops .

Expo rt prices of other principal exports, na m ely

rice , ru bber , rema i n unc hanged or slightly declined . As a result , the
c a pa c iiy to impor t of Thaila nd was improved in recent years .

Tabl e 10.

(See Tabl e 10)

lndex of exports , imports and terms of trade of Thailand 1956-1965
(1958 = 100)

Year

Exports
Volume
Unit
value

19 56

109. 27

98. 16

93.66

100.68

97.49

1958

100. 00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100 . 00

1960

122.58

109 . 08

116 .34

100.40

108.65

1961

146. 30

106.07

122 .81

101. 70

104. 30

19 62

141. 80

104. 31

146 . 1'/

95.54

109. 18

1963

146.41

102. 59

164.50

94. 47

108.59

1964

185.18

103.43

182.82

94.63

109.30

1965

194. 3 1

103.97

198.08

95.9 3

110. 69

Im12orts
Volume
Unit
value

Source: Ba nk of Thaila nd , Annual Economic Re12orts, 1965.

Terms
of
trade
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CHAPTER IV

ECONOMIC GROWT H AND PROGRE SS OF THAILAND

T hailand in perspective
Tha ilacnd' s total populotti on was esti mat ed in 1965 to be thirty-two
million .

Living standards of the Tha i people are low compared with Wes tern

coun tries .

The growth of the Thai economy in tlle post war period is indi-

ca ted by the increase in the GNP which amounted to 45. 1 billion bahta in
1957 , 68. 9 billion ba ht , a nd 80. 1 in 1961 a nd 1965 respectively.

After

a llowing for price changes , the r a te o f growth averaged approximately
six per cent per a nnum during 1950 - 1965 . In the same period, the annual
r a te of population growth was about three per cent so that r eal per capita
output in crea sed a t the average rate of a bout three per cent annually. 1
The post wa r growth has resul ted in significant structura l changes.
The most outstanding features of the change production pattern was the
m ark ed decline in rela tive importance of the dominance agricultural sector.

au.

S. $1. 00 e qual s twenty ba ht.

1 N tional Income Office , Na tiona l Inco me of Thailand 1965 (Bangkok ,
1966) ' p. 7 3.
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Agriculture s ha r e of cnpa fell from sixty· per cent in 1948 to thirty-two
pe r c ent in 1965.

At the s a me time t he combined contribution to the GDP

of ma nufa c turing , trans porta tion a nd communica tion, construction , and
public utilities rose from ele ven pe r cent in 1948 to twenty-two per cent in
19 59 , a nd twe nty-fi ve per cent in 1965. 2

The pre-war p<ittern of econo mi c growth
No data on na tional inco me of Thailand has ever been compiled for
the pre-wa r pe riod , except for the year of 1939 , which may be used as a
r ought indica tion of the structure of t he Thai economy before World War II.
Endowed with a favorabl e popula tion land-ratio and static technique
of produ ction , a lmos t a ll of the working popula tion of Thailand in the l ate
nine teenth century wa s still engaged in peasant agriculture.

This situation

corres ponds to Myint's "stationa r y s tate s " which "before they were opened
up , wer e gove rned by habits and customs.
'm inimum subs istence' l evel.

The people might live near the

Wa nts a nd activities were on the whole adapted

to each ot her and the people were in equilibrium with their environme nts. rr3

~he set of GNP accounts is ba sed on the "production me thod. "
In the "production method" the "va lue added" in eac h industry is summed
to y ield Gross Domestic Product (GDP). If "net income from abroad " is
a dded , it is e qua l Gross National Product (GNP). (See Tabl e 11, below.)
2Jose ph S. Gould. , op. cit. , p. 19 (for 1948) a nd National Income
of Thail-md , 1965 , op. cit. , p. 122.

3ma My int; "An Interpretation of Economic Backwardness," reprinted
in Arg.; wa la, A. .N. and S. P. Singh, The Economics of Underdevelopment
(New York : Oxford Univers i ty Pre ss , 1958), pp. 122-123.
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Ta ble 11.

Gross National Product by Industrial Origin of Thailand (at
current prices). (Mill ion of baht)

Industl)

1957

1962

1965

16 ,989.8

24 , 306.8

26,293.8

11 , 068.6
3 , 48 5. 2
834. 5
1, 601. 5

17 , 399.8
3,809.8
1 , 163.2
1,934.0

17 , 721.4
4,152.7
2 , 236 . 8
2 , 182.9

698.5

978.9

1,676.0

Manu fac turing

5,509.6

7, 437.2

9,684.3

Cons truction

1, 419. 5

2,719.7

:J, 839 . 1

138.4

371. 1

576.9

Transportalion and eom.

2 , 658.7

4,445.7

5,997 .3

Wholesale and retail

8,684.5

11 , 573.9

14 , 928.7

785. 0

1,887.2

2,934.6

Ownership of dwe llings

1, 985. 0

2,856.7

3 ,394.0

Public a dm. and defense

2 , 469 . 0

3,031.7

3,922.0

Agriculture
Crops
Lives tock
Fi s heries
Forestry
M ining a nd qua rrying

Elec . and water supply

Banking, ins . a nd real es.

4, 110. 3

5, 698. 1

6,938.5

Gross Domestic Product

45,448.1

65,307.0

80 , 185.2

Plus : Net income from
abroad
Gross Na tiona l Product
Less : Indirect taxes
ca p. cons. a ll.
Nationa l .i ncome
Per ca pita GNP (Baht)

-252 . 8
45 , 195. 3
3 ,329 . 4
1,782.8
40 , 08 3. 1
1,843.4

-98.4
65,208.6
5,337.9
3,007 . 2
56,863.5
2,251. 0

-13.5
80,171.7
8, 06L 9
5,465.5
66,644.3
2,504.1

Services

Source: National Income of Thailand , 1965.
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A pa rt of the surplus native productus were, however, made availabl e
for export.
countrie s.

Fore ign trade was car ri ed on ma inly with neighboring Asian
Prior to World Wa r II , the r ate o f increase both of imports

a nd exports continued its rapid pace.

Under the long-te rm accelerated

r a te of growth Thailand's foreign trade was the growth of ric e exports.
The ins uffici ency of rice production in t he la rgest rice producing countrie s-Chin'! a nd lndia, the prosperous entre-pot trade activities of Singapore,
Pena ng, a nd Hong Kong , pro vided a rapidly growing demand for rice from
Thailand. 4
The increase in demand from abroad then brought about a r e sponse
in the T hai economy . In t he more access ible part of the country , an increas ing number of furmers began to specialize in rice production.

The

increase in rice productio n was achieved not by any improve ment in the
traditional technique of production, but by the extension of ar ea under rice
both by opening up of new la nds which were abundant and by replacing rice
for other agricultural crops.

Accompanying the process of s pecialization

was the widening spread of trade a nd money exchange . An increasing number
of the native population were being absorbed into the new ways of life represented by the money economy.

The monetization and commercialization

of the country were by no means comple te but the trend was clear. It was
a lso obvious that the Thai economy was becoming increasingly dependent

4J a mes C. lngra m , Economic Change in Thailand Since 1850 (Stanford:
Stanford University Press, 1955), Ch. 3.
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of for eign trade , exporting more a nd more rice and , to a much l esser extent, othe r a gricultur a l products . 5
The va lue of

merc hand i~e

exports, however, consistently exceeded

the value of m er chandise imports, by a n a ve r a ge of about one third over
th e entire pe riod (1901/ 05-1935/39) . 6 Moreover, even when exports
a nd imports o f precious comsumption goods are included the value of exports s t ill consi s te ntly exceeded the valu e of imports.

The considerable

a nd cons is tent exce ss of exports over imports reflected the economic
course Tha ila nd had followed up to the outbreak of World War II.

Ea rly postwar years
Beginning in 1948, the traditional export surplus was r e -established
a fter trade de fic its had been recorded for 1946-1947, and the amount of
the surplus subs tantially increa sed in successive years.

Several factors

contributed to the speedy recovery a nd restoration of the favorable trade
ba la nce.

To begin with the pos t-wa r world demand for Thailand's principal

exports : ri ce , rubber and tin , was exceptiona lly strong.
There we re s hortages of rice in Southeast Asia due to the failure of
rice production to keep up with the increase in population in this area during the Wa r , a lso the war -time destruction did not permit two major rice
exporte r s : Burma and Indochina, to compete with Thailand in the rice

5 1bid. , Ch. 3.
6Ibid. ' pp. 238-242.
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rn a rk et . In a ddition , world dema nd for rubber a nd tin which was high after
the wa r , ,1 nd was grea tly s timula ted by the Korean conflict. Rubber exports
a lone ro se in va lue from forty- e ight million ba ht in 1948 to 123. 6 million
baht in 1951 , while t he percentage increas e in volum e exported was less
t han the percenta ge increase in price during the sam e period. 7
The r apid increase in the total value of exports was more than enough
to cover not only the rise in i mports but also the deficit in the service
a ccounts . During 1948-1951 , the current a ccount balance was therefore
fa vorab le a nd the reserves of gold and foreign exchange increased.

(See

Ta bl e 12 . )
As a r esult of the combina tion of favorabl e external and internal
circumstances , Thaila nd's trade bala nc e in the early post-war years was
relative ly stronger than the overall ba lance of trade within the ECAFE
countries.

(See Table 13) The s trongly favorable balance of trade and

rising gold a nd foreign exchange r eserve s we re probably the main reasons
for T haila nds receiving the smallest a mount of international grants and
loans in ea rly post-war years , compared with other Asian countrie s.
Table 15 indica tes tha t GDP of Thailand increased from 10. 3 billion
ba ht in 1946 to 25. 6 billion ba ht in 1950.

The growth in per capita income

increased from 544 baht to 1, 276 ba ht during the same period.

7unitecf Na tions, ECAFE , 1959 , p. 24.
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T a ble 12.

Po st- wa r ba la nce of tra de a nd balance of payments of Thailand.
(Million of dollars)

1948

1950

1952

E ports

223

304

329

Imports

143

207

305

Ba la nce of tr a de (excluding
non-moneta ry gold imports)

80

97

24

Ba la nce of tra de (including
non- monetar y gold imports)

80

65

-5

Current account balance

77

59

-17

Gold and fore ign r eserve
a s pe r cent-1.ge of notes
in circulation

29

78

86

Sourc e : International Monetary Fund , International Financial Statistics ,
va rious iss ues .

Ove r a ll growth during 1948-1959
Ta ble 14 a nd 15 show some of the economic gains in the early postwa r yea rs as compared with the pre -wa r.

The initial stimulus derived

from the exceptionally strong post-war de m and was translated into some
l a s ting benefit for the entire economy a fter the export boom had subsided.
On the fina ncial side, nationa l government revenues have increased

bout sixty tim es between 1938-1959 (see Table 14).
in ci r c ul-ltion ha s grea tly expanded .

Likewise, currency

To some e>.tent , the financial expansion
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Ta bl e 13.

Bala nce of tra de: Thailand and ten ECAFE countries, 1946-1951.
(U. S. $ million}

Yea r

Thailand

Ten ECAFE countrie s

l9 4fi

- 12

-430

1947

-18

-647

1948

+69

-809

1949

+66

- 800

19 50

+93

+8 47

19 51

+96

+77 8

Source : Unite d Na tions , ECA F E , 195 0 a nd 19 51.

was r equired to s e rvice the considerable increase in volume of foreign
trade. 8 (See Ta ble 15}
The va lue of the GDP was increased, reaching approximately 45 . 4
billion baht in 1957 , and a bout 50. 4 billion baht in 1959 .

Thus the per capita

GNP at cur rent pric es wa s increas ed from around 1, 843 baht in 1957 to
approxima tely 1919 baht in 1959 , or increase of four per cent over 1957.
(See Ta ble 16)

8 rnte r na tiona l Ba nk for Re construction and Development (IBRD) ,
A Public Developme nt Progra m for Thailand (Baltimore: John Hopkins
Universi ty Pres s, 1959), p. 265.
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Ta ble 14. Selected indica tor s of eco nomic growth in Thailand 1938,
1948 , 1952 , and 1959

Unit
a nd
pe riod

1938

1948

1952

1959

Gov 't revenu e

Billion

0. 1

1. 7

3. 3

6. 1

Money

(baht)

0. 2

2.9

4.9

8.9

Financia l ddta

Foreil!!! tr a de
Exports

$million

90

22 3

329

358

Imports

$mil lion

57

143

305

418

Agriculture

1934/ 38 ;

100

147

154

207

Tin conce ntrate

19 34/ 38 ;

100

33

74

76

19 39 ;

100

346

951

P r oduc tion

Electricity
Tra n s12o rt
Ra ilway
(Freight ton/ kr;r1. )

1938; 100

66

121

263

Roa ds
(Comm e r cia l veh. )

No.

10

12

35

54

So urce : B nk of Thailand , Monthly Re12orts , United Nations , ECAFE ,
Annual Re ports , National Statis tica l Office, Bulletin of
Statistics.
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Table 15.

GDP a nd per capita income of Thailand
(a t ma rke t prices)

Per capitaa
baht

Yea r

GDP
Billion ba ht

1938/39

1.0

703.5

1946

10. 3

633.5

1947

15. 8

830. 3

1948

18.3

944.0

1949

22.2

1 , 161.9

1950

25.6

1 , 289. 4

Source : J. S. Gould, Thaila nd's National Income and its Meanings,
National Economic Council (Bangkok , Thailand, 1953) .
a Adjusted by Cost of Living Index.

Since 1950 to the end of this period (1959), the Thai economy appears
to have been growing at a n average r a te of nine per cent , or five per cent a
ye a r in r eal terms . On the per capita basis , the average annual gains in
real term has been around two per cent.

(See Table 17)

But this ove rstates the case since the above is based on an average
r a te of popula tion growth of two per cent per a nnum and a mode r a te r a te
increase in prices a nd the cost of living index .

The ac tua l growth of popula-

tion , in 1960 census, found that during the period was three per cent per
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Ta ble 16.

GDP , popul ation , a nd per ca pita GNP of Thailand 1957-1965

Item

1957

Gross Dom es tic Produc t
a t current pri ces
(billion ba ht)

45. 4

50.4

68.9

80. 1

Gross Dom es tic Product
a t 1962 prices
(billion baht)

48 . 4

53.7

71. 6

83.2

Popula tion (million)a

24.5

26.2

29.9

32.0

Gross Na tiona l Product
at current prices
(billion baht)

45. 1

50.3

68.9

80.1

Per capita GNP
at current prices
(ba ht)

1, 843

1959

2,056

1963

2,310

1965

2,504

Source: National Income Office, National Income of Thailand, 1965.
aGille and Thip Projection I for 1965.

a nnum.

The wholesale price index during 1957-59 over 1950-52 was 118

and the cost of living index jumped to 147 during the same period. 9

9 united Nations, ECAFE, 1961, op. cit., p. 60.
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Ta ble 17.

Country

Aver a ge a nnua l r a tes o f growth of Thaila nd and some Asian
countr ies, 1950 -19 59

Agregat e

P e r c apita

Per cent per annum
J a pa n

9. 1

7.9

Taiwan

7. 9

4.2

Philippines

6. 0

2.7

Burma

5. 1

3.9

Korea

5. 0

2. 1

THAILAND

5.0

1.9

Source: Unite d Na tions , Yea rbook of National Account
Statistic s ( 1960).

The increasing economic growth and the associated changes in
Thaila nd 's economic structure were due to the expansion in the economy's
forma tion.

During the period 1952-1959, the rate of investment registered

a ma rked rise , aver a ging more than eight per cent of GDP annually.
The a tta.inme nt of this r ela tively high rate of investment was made possible
by an increase in the rate of capital formation from 15. 3 per cent of GDP
in 1953 to 15. 6 pe r ce nt of GDP in 1957.

(See Table 22)

The growth of inve stment exceeded the rates of increase in both
consum ption a nd national income which grew at a rate of about 4. 5 and
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five pe r ce nt res pectively during t he period (1952-1957). 10 The major
co mponent of the se requirements is the s upply of capital equipment and ,
in the absence of a capital goods indus try , heavy reliance must be placed
on imports .

T hus something like fifty-fifty -five per cent of the total fixed

c pi ta! fo rma tio n is in the form of im ports.
F ro m Table 18 below , net impor ts of va rious capital goods accounted
fo r m ore tlnn one half of the tota l fix ed capital formation in Thailand during this pe riod.

The proportion , howeve r , slightly declined from fifty-

t hree per cent in 1953 to fifty per c ent during 1957-1959 .

The decline

in the inves tm ent content of impor ts was not due to the lower imports of
c a pital goods , which actually increa sed from 2, 485 million baht in 1953
to 3, 374 million ba ht in 1959 or at a rate of about five per cent per annum
but to the r ela tively more rapid increa s e in the domestic component of
c api tal forma tion--particularly in building and construction activities, both
priva te a nd public.
The trend towards diversifica tion in the economy of Thailand during
19 48- 19 59 is r e flected not only in different growth rates between the
donina.nt a gricultural sector and the industrial and services sectors, but
in

t

widening va riety of production within the a gricultural sector.
Thus , although the structure of production in Thailand has responded

to rha.nges in the pa ttern of post-wa r de mand , it takes some t ime for an

lOIBRD , op. cit., p. 265.
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T abl e 18.

Gross fixed capital forma tion of Thailand 1953- 1959 at
1952 prices .
(million of baht)

1953

19 55

1957

1959

Trans po rt equipm e nt

752

624

716

734

Ma chine ry

52 8

552

922

1 , 024

Indus tria l m ateria l

4 14

358

411

445

P aym e nts to trad e

791

762

961

1,171

2 ,48 5

2 ,296

2 ,71 0

3,374
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49

50

50

1 706

1,943

37

41

44

46

462

444

309

390

10

10

6

4

4,653

4 , 683

Net M of c a 12i tal
goods

Sub total
P e r cent o f total

Building & construction
Sub total
Per cent of total

Others
Per cent of total
TOTAL

2 436

5,455

2,889

6,653

8ourc e: National Income Office, National Income of Thailand, 1965
(Bangkok).
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underde ve loped coun tr y like Tha ila nd to ada pt its economic structure to
mee t cha nging conditions . Som e c ha nges in the pattern of supply have lagged
be hind c hanges in dema nd , both the s upply o f exports and the demand for
imports have bee n a ffected .
In 1952 , Tha iland experienc ed the first unfavorable balance of pay-

ments , al though there wa s still a s ma ll surplus on current account.

Partly

respon i ble for this unfa vorable bala nce wa s the apprec iation of the baht
in 19 52 , de signed to lowe r the cost of living through cheaper imports.
Howeve r , s ince the cost of living of lowe r income groups was composed
ma inly of do mes tic products and only to a minor extent of imported goods,
the cos t of living index , instead of fa lling , continued to rise.

The currency

appre cia tion not only failed to achi eve its main economic objective, but it
also had a n adve rse affect on exports.
A more important factor ca using the sharp reve rsal in the balance
of paym e nts , however , was the fall in world demand for majo r exports from
Thaila nd.

The prices of rubber a nd tin , after the record high during the

Korea n conflict boom , began to fa ll.

The prices of tin fell from 1, 933

dolla rs per long ton in 1951 to the low of 1, 290 per long ton in 1954.

Rub-

be r prices dropped to 338 dollars per ton in 19 54 from 886 dollars per ton
in 1951.

Ric e, for the first time since the end of the war , changed from

a seller's to a buyer's market.
Tha il'lnd's a nnual ave rage growth in a ggregate flow of output in the
form of national product during the '50s grew a t five per cent, compared
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with Ja pan and Taiwan of 9. 1 a nd 7. 9 per cent in the same period respectively .
Whil e changes in population , which presumed to be growing at two per cent
ea ch year during the '50s (prior to 1960 census) were taken into account,
the r a te of increa se in per capi ta inco me grew at only 1. 9 per cent a year.
(See Table 17)
Agricultural production of Tha iland from 1956/ 57 to 1964/ 65 was
increased a t the average rate of 4. 6 per cent. 11 Compared with the
growth in the national output at a n average rate of six per cent per annum,
it see med to have progressed at a s lower rate a nd large enough to carry

the rate of growth of the population of three per cent per annum during the
same pe r iod.

This is, inde ed , dis appointing, in view of the fact that agri-

culture is the principal m eans of support for the people of Thailand . The
unimpress ive progress in agricultural output also explains in substance
the difficulties of export expansion to the extent that these are due to supply
factors.
With a griculture growing at a s lowe r rate than national product,
th percentage contribution of non-a gricultural activities to the national
product obviously increased.

Manufacturing is favored by all national

plans a s the most dynamic non-agricultural sector.

But non-agricultural

pursuits other than manufacturing have a lso increased their contribution
to the na tional products.

The share of the non-agricultural sector was

11 United Nations , ECAFE , 1965 , op. cit. , p. 163.
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sixty -one per cent of GNP in 1957-1959 , an average annual increase of
thre e per cent over the period of 1950-1952.

Table 19.

(See Table 19 and 20.)

Perce ntage distribution of GDP by industrial origin of Thailand

1959

Gross Domes tic Product

100

1961

100

1963

100

1965

100

37. 59

38.63

36.41

32.79

1. 28

1. 50

1. 54

2.09

Manufacture

11. 56

11. 08

11.42

12.08

Construction

3.48

3.56

4.90

4.79

. 40

. 48

. 61

. 72

6.61

6.75

6.62

7.48

Wholesale a nd retail
trade

17.46

17. 19

17.45

18.62

Banking & ins urance

2.07

2. 53

3.03

3.66

Ownership of dwelling

4. 90

4.50

4.38

4.23

Public Adm. & defense

4.95

4.92

4.79

4.89

Services

9.70

8. 85

8. 85

8.65

Agriculture
Mining

Electricity & water sup.
Transportation & communication equipment

Source : Na tional Income Office , National Incom e of Thailand, 1965.
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Tabl e 20 . Contribution of non-agricultural sector a nd ma nufacturing
to na tional product 1957-1959 , and change from 1950-1952
(per cent of aggregate product) of Tha iland

Sha r e

Non-a griculture

61

Manu fac ur ing

14

Othe r non-a griculture

47

Change

3

2

Source : United Nations, Yearbook of Na tional Account Statistics , 1960.

The first six year plan
Tha ila nd's first na tional economic deve lopment plan became e ffective on J a nuary 1, 1961, and covered a period of six fiscal years.
first half of the plan pe riod was completed on September 30, 1963.

The
Plan-

ning for the first three years did not extend beyond the determination of
policies , the setting up of targets, the e stimation of receipts and the
expe nditures of the government including foreign grants and loa ns . Lack
of data a nd informa tion needed for more adequate planning caus ed it to be
somewhat sketc hy and at best preliminary.
During the years of 1960-1963, with 1962 as the base period Thai h.nd's total production , e xpre s sed inconstan t prices , increas ed by an estima te d of a pproximately 6. 5 per cent annually but the increase from year
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to year has been uneve n.

The achievement of this growth in rea l output

during these years is attributed mainly to the boo ming manufacturing and
construction a ctivities. 12 Although by 1963 , exports had leveled off,
heavy public inYestment together with improve d production tec hniques
led to growth in the nation's total production of goods and services and in
na tional income for 1961 to 1963.
The average growth in output during the first half of the plan
period is e stima ted at around 6. 5 per ce nt in real terms a nnually . 13
The r a te of increase in per capita income in the year prior to the Plan
was believed to be two per cent per year a nd, with the increase in population pres umed to be growin g at two per cent a year, a three per cent rise
in per c api ta inco me per year during the plan period was thought to be
feasible.

But the ce ns us of 1960 revealed that the population actually

increased a t a rate of three per cent per year .

Thus de s pite the increase

in output whic h is estimated at 6. 5 per cent annua lly during these three
years it may not have been of sufficient magnitude to achieve a three per
cent a nnua l gain in per capita inco me . 14
The economic stru cture of Tha ila nd is undergoing some change s.
Agricultures share in the GDP has been declining.

During the first

12 The National Economic Development Board (NEDB) , The National
Economic Development Plan 1961 - 1966 (Bangkok, 1964), pp. 33-34.
13

Na tional Income of Thaila nd , op. cit., p. 118.

14NEDB , op . cit. , pp. 2-19 .
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ha lf o f t he Pla n per iod it declined from a n es timated thirty-eight p er cent
i n 1961 to a round thirty -two pe r ce nt in 1965. 15 As a percentage of GDP ,
indus tria l produc tion has increa sed from twenty -two per cent to twe nty-five
per cent in the sam e period.

(See Ta ble 19) On the other hand , the va lue o f

exporting goods a nd s e rvice s increased to a total of 34. 2 billion baht during
1961 - 1963 , s howing an avera ge r a t e of inc r ease of approximately eight pe r
cent per a nnum , while the value of goods a nd services imported a mounted to
37. 3 billio n ba ht , s howing a n a lmo st s imila r a verage rate of increase. Durt his period , expo rt earning less non- c apital import expenditures le ft only
10 , 236 million ba ht to fina nce the imports of ca pital goods at the total value
o f 13 , 286 million ba ht.

Without 7 , 609 million baht in foreign loans and

grants , a nd fore ign private inve stment, the balance of payments of Thaila nd would no t ha ve had a s urplus . 16
Al t hough the economy is growing , some econom ic problems exist ,
s uc h a s the r apid r a te of popula tion growth--low agricultural and industrial
produc tivity.

Unemployment has not yet be come a serious problem in

Thailand where a vast majority of t he population live in rural areas .

How-

ever , if the current rate of popula tio n growth remains unchecked, unemploym ent could be come a more serious proble m in the not too distant futur e,
a nd tr a ditional ways of providing employment opportunity will not be adequate.

15 Na tiona l Income of Tha ila nd , 1963, op. cit. , p. 122 .
16NEDB, op . cit. , p. 37 .
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Capital form a tion
The be st known indic a tor of econo mi c growth in terms of productive
a sset s i s the rate of ca pita l accumula tion .

The accumulation of real capital

involve s three inte rde pende nt activiti es : (1) a n increase in the volume of r eal
s vings , s o t ha t resource s that would have bee n used for consumption purposes ca n be r e leased lor o l.he r purpo ses; (2) a finance and credit me chanis m ,
so that the

1 e s ource s

m ay be cl aim ed by investor ; a nd (3) the a ct of in-

vestm ent itself, s o that resources a r e used for the production of capital
good s .

ln order to ma ke more goods a nd s e rvices available in the future,

it is neces s ary to lowe r the proportion d e voted to current consumption s o
as to fa vor ca pita l a ccumulation.

This need not necessarily mean lowe ring

the a bs olute l e vel of current consumption, but it does mean that the ratio of
capital to na tura l r e sources , a nd of capi tal to labor , must increa s e if per
capi ta pr oduc tion a nd , ultima te ly , pe r c apita comsumption, is to ris e . Only
in this way ca n a stationary or stagnant economy be transformed into a deve loping economy . 17
Al s o , in order to speed economic growth in low income countries
the r a te of forma tion of productive ca pital must be increased.

Capital

form ation may take many forms . In the usua l sense it is the accumulation of ma chine s , buildings , communication systems , a nd other devices
tha t ma ke the productivity of the people who use them higher than it would
b e in the a bsence of s uch ca pital.

Ca pi tal formation may take the form of

17united Nations , ECAFE, 1961, op. c it. , p. 17.
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investment in roads , dams, power developments , and other public facilities
that generally increase the produc tivity of the population.
Statistics s how that the r a te of gross domestic saving in Thaila nd
i s increasing although it has fluctuated from year to year . The rate of
saving, as available data of Tha ila nd indicate , during 1950-1959 increased
to sixtee n per cent of GNP.

(See Table 21) The rate of this domestic sav-

ing is relative ly low as compared with thos e in the developed countries in
the ECAFE region which was 28 .9 per cent in J a pan during the same period.
During this period , government saving only accounted for 0. 8 per cent as
a gainst 13. 5 per cent priva te saving. 18
Foreign saving contributed only 1. 8 per cent of the GNP, among the
low level in Asian countries. 19

Foreign saving flowed to Thailand mostly

in the form of curre nt account tra nsfers and official loans but , "Thailand
was a net recipient of capital on private account, " and "it is important to
note that with the exception of Taiwan, Japan and Thailand increased fore ign
saving has been of great impo rtance in financing increased total investment. ,,20
From the preceeding passage, it might be concluded that foreign saving was
le ss significant to total saving in the financing of investment of the Thai
economy . The rate of capital formation of Thailand has increas ed in

l 8United Nations, ECAFE, 1965 , op. cit. , p. 53
19 Ibid. ' p. 48
20 Ibid . ' p. 48
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Table 21.

Level of gross and net saving of Thailand 1950-1959
(annual average)

Per cent of GNP

Gross total s a ving

Fo re ign saving
(foreign loans and grants)

Gross domestic saving

16. 1

1.8

14.3

De?reciation

5.0

Ne: domestic saving

9. 3

Ne: l.otal savin g

Sauce : United Nations, ECAFE , 1961, p. 43.

11. 1
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r ece nt y ea rs; from 15. 3 per cent in 1953 to 22 . 7 per cent of GDP in 1964.
(See Ta ble 22)
It is conte nded in a study of the ECA F E that it is more appropriate
to use the rate of ca pital formation as a growth performance , when the
s tatistics on the cha nge in stock a r e not reliable in most underdeveloped
countries .

The countries with a higher rate of capi tal formation al so had

a highe r rate o f income growth. 2 1 But in fa ct a relatively high rate of capital
form a tion in Thaila nd was accompa ni ed by a relatively lower rate of income
growth .

(See Ta ble 22 and 25)
In Thaila nd , as in other und e rdeveloped countries in the world,

public investm en t has been used primarily as an instru ment for the
form ation of economic a nd social over head capital.

The most notable as-

pe ct in the alloca tion of Thailand' s public capital expenditure is its strong
e mphasis on the development of transport and communication facitilities ,
which amount to forty-three per cent of total public investment funds.

This

is by far the largest percentage of public investment.
Since 1953, private investment has been growing at ten per cent
annually, twice as fast as the growth rate of public investment, which has
been five per cent per annum.

Increase in the volume of investment ultimately

depends on expanding flow of those goods and services necessary to meet the
dire ct a nd indirect requirements of capital formation.

21 Ibid . ' p. 162 .
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Table 22 .

Year

Gross capital formation , gross fixed capital formation, and
per capita gross domes tic fixed capital formation of Thailand,
1953-1964

Gross capital
formation as
per cent of
GDP

Gross fixed
capital formation
as per cent of
GDP

Per
capita US
dollar at
current
prices

1953

1&,.3:

14.4

11. 1

1954

15. 8

14.2

11.8

1955

16. 3

13.3

11. 1

1956

13.7

13. 1

10.5

1957

15. 6

13.8

12.5

1958

14.0

13. 1

11.8

1959

15. 5

13 . 8

12.8

1960

16.6

14.6

16.6

1961

16. 1

15.4

16.2

1962

18. 8

17 .9

19.9

1963

22. 1

21.7

24.9

1964

22.7

22.2

26.6

Source: United Nations, ECAFE, 1965.
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Net imports of var ious capital goods, e. g. , transport equipment,
machinery, and other equipment , and industrial materials, accounted
for more than half of Thailand's total fixed capital formation.

The pe rcent-

age, however, slightly declined , from 52 . 7 per cent in 1957 to 49. 8 per ce nt
in 1960.

(See Table 23)

From . the above it appears that a significant change in the pattern
of demand has taken place within t he Thai economy.

Investment , sustained

by the dynamism of the private sector, has emerged as a powerful factor
influencing the growth of the economy, though growing at a somewhat slower
rate.

Table 23.

Fixed capital form ation by category of Thailand 1957-1960
(percentage)

Category

1957

1958

1959

1960

Average
'57 -'60

Externa l
Capital import

52.7

51.4

50. 1

49.8

51. 0

42 . 1

44. 2

46 . 1

46.2

44. 6

5.2

4. 4

3.8

4.0

4.4

Domestic
Construction
Others

TOTAL

100

100

100

100

100

Source : Nationallncome Office, Ca[>ital Formation of Thailand 1957-1960
(Bangkok)
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CHAPTER V

THAILAND'S FOREIGN TRADE AND GROWTH IN NATIONAL INCOME

Foreign trade and na tional income
Tha ila nd's resources are limited to an agricultural base, tin deposits,
and some teak forests . Basic mineral and power resources, as far as they
are known , are particularly poor.

Apart from tin and small outputs of

wolfram, iron ore and lignite, other minerals are practically non-existent.
No oil or coa l deposit of any commercial quantity have been found . Annual
per capita income was only about 125 U. S. dollars in 1965.
Although only 34. 8 per cent of value added originates directly from
agricultural sector (including mining and quarrying) in 1965, over half of the
manufacturing sector is involved in the processing of agricultural products,
and a significant part of the trade a nd transportation sectors are devoted to
the marketing of these products. 1
Similar to the situation in other small and underdeveloped countries,
the limited variety of domestic output is incapable of satisfying domestic
demand.

Surplus production of a few commodities and some primary pro-

duction are exported in exchange for a variety of imports, ranging from
manu factured goods to various food-stuffs.

It is, therefore, to be expected

1National Income Office , Nationa l Income of Thailand, 1965
(Bangkok , 1966), p. 73.
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tiM! fore ign tr'lde, which cons is t chie fly of agricultura l exports , plays an

1mport.tnt r ole in the e conomic a ctivity of Thailand.

Following t he usual

p rocedure of ;1ppr.1is ing the importance of fon•ign trade for an economy, 2
t he r mo of exports to the national income was fou rteen per ce nt in 1948. 3
The flgure a fter the Wo r ld War II was co mplicated , owing to the use o f multipl e
e xc ha nge rates in Thailand.
1t

An equilibrium excha nge r ate was not known, but

wJ.s supposed to lie somewher e betwee n t he free market r a te and the much

lowe r o fficial rate.
Fi ronci~ l

If the baht value of exports a s adopted in International

Statistics is used, the pe r c entage of exports to the national income

has declined. 4
On the a ssumption that the equilibriu m rate lies closer to the free
m a rket r te , the pe rcentage of exports to the national income increased
s ubstantial ly during the early post-war period.
thi r

After r eaching a peak at

- two per cent in 1951 , the perce nta ge has declined to below nineteen

per cent in 1956. 5 The ratio of imports to nationa l income, on the other
ha nd , has .w e raged about twenty pe r ce nt and has remained consistently
a bove fifte e n per cent pre -wa r figure.

- - - -- - - - - - ·
2 Leon Hollerman , ''What does 'Depende nce" mean in International
Tra de , " Kyklos (Vol. 13 ,. 1960) , p. 102.
3 united Na tions , ECAFE , 1951, op. cit., p. 126.
4rn g ra.m , op. cit. , p. 169.
5 Jnterna tiona.l Monetary Monetary Fund , International Financial
StAti s tics Yea rbook , 1956, footnote to the pa ges of Thailand.
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The combined ratio of foreign trade (exports plus imports) to the
national income of Thailand has increas ed to about forty-three per cent
in 1965 as compared with thirty-seven per cent in 1959. At the same
time exports as a per cent of the national income increased from 16. 9
per cent in 1959 to 19. 7 per cent in 1965 for a n increase of sixteen per
cent. (See Table 24)
The strategic role of exports a s an influence determining the level
of economic activity is important.

The level of imports depends chiefly

on the level of income and the availability of foreign exchange, both of
which, in turn, are largely determined by the level of export earnings.
Furthermore, the level of Thailand's government expenditure is limited
by the level of government revenue, which is chiefly derived from export
and import duties as in most underdeveloped countries.
Wide, short period fluctuations , which Thailand's exports have
frequently and recurringly suffered, have resulted in instability in
domestic activity.

The economic growth of Thailand is also tied to

the long term trends and prospects of its exports.

The steady growth

of exports means a greater scope for the expansion ·iii the production
of commodities for exports and related industries.

The increased

output of these commodities will, in turn, be directly reflected in the
overall growth of the economy.

Since capital goods must be Tmported,

the growth of exports which determines the capacity to import also
affects the volume a nd the rate of growth in investment and capital formation
and , therefore, of real income
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Tabl e 24.

Percentage of exports and imports to national income of
Thailand, 1959 , 1965 (Billion of baht)

1959

GDP at current prices

50.4

79. 5

National income
at current prices

44.4

65. 9

Exports

7. 5

13.0

Imports

8.9

15.2

Relation of exports to
national incom e (per cent)

16.9

19.7

Relation of imports to
national income (per cent)

20.0

23.0

Source: Ba nk of Thailand, Monthly Economic Reports, June ,
1966. The percentage is computed by the author.
a Preliminary
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The relatively large agricultural export sector in Thailand has
been considered a disadvantage because agriculture lacks dynamic force
and is exposed to the vicissitudes of world demand and prices.
In order for agricultural exports to help economic development

by furnishing badly needed foreign exchange, Thailand's exports must
be increased r apidly enough to keep ahead of the demand for imports
of consumption goods which is growing with the rapid increase of population.

But agricultural exports of Thailand have not increased fast enough

to match the increase in imports.
than total exports.

In fact they increased at a slower rate

Agricultural exports were increased at the average

rate of thirty-nine per cent during 1953-1963 as compared with a fortyfour per cent rate increase in total export during the same period. 6 Thailand 's slower rate of increase in agricultural exports is not satisfactory
when such exports constitute the dominant share of total exports, and
when the increase in exports is insufficient to meet the increasing import
needs for development.
Fluctuations in the unit value of agricultural exports were especially
large.

During the eleven year period from 1948 to 1958 annual fluctuations

in value of rubber export averaged twenty-six per cent.

During the same

period the volum e of rice exports showed an annual average influctuation

6

united Nations, ECAFE , 1964, op. cit., p. 70.

10

of twelve per cent. 7 Causing very substantial fluctua tions in export
earnings .
The study of agricultura l exports and economic developm ent of the
ECAFE countries refle cts a pessimistic view fo r continued futur e reliance
on exports for economic development. The study points out that:
Unfortunately , whilei't-was possible for developing
countries in the nineteenth century to r ely on
a gricultural exports for developments , the international environment has now changed, -------- a nd it is unlikely that agricultural export of
large ma gnitudes increasing a t fast rates and
la sting for a prolonged period can again be expected.

8

Exports and national income
The lev,eit of national incom e (Y) in mode rn income theory , is the
sum of pe rsonal consumption expe nditure (C), a nd net private domestic
investments (I) .

If we turn the attention to the effect of government ex-

pe nditures and taxation on the level of national income , the formulation
is as following:
Y=C + I + G

Where G is government expenditure and taxation
Consumer demand is a pla nned consumption at different l evels of
income.

As income rises , consumption rises , but not as much as income.

7 united Na tions , ECAFE , 1959 , op. cit. , p. 69 .
8 u nited Nations , ECAFE, 1964 , op. c it., p. 69 .
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The decision to invest depends upon the marginal efficiency of capital ,
a te rm used to mea n the expected profitability of a n investment.

Thus

expe nditure s for nc·w machinerv or equipme nt will continue so long as
the expected r ate of r e turn exceeds the rate of inter est.

Government

expenditure is determined by what the governm ent plans to do. 9
The a bove formulation referred to a closed economy.

Nationa l

incom e (Y), including fo r e ign trade , is
Y

=

C + I + G + (X-M)

Whe r e (X-M) represents exports minus imports.

Exports , like investment

a nd gove rnment expenditures , are contributions to the domestic incom e
str e a m .

Greater real ism , and much more meaningful ana lys is is attained

when interna tional transactions are included as supplement of a pur ely
domes tic na ture .
In primary goods producing countri e s, which are dependent heavily

upon exports becaus e of their specialization , it appears that domesti<'
factor s a re rela t ively l ess important in the economy.

The importance

of exports in the economy is dominant , as Krause said:
Not only is exportation rela tively more important than
domes tic investment as a determinant of the level of
economic activity in' their cas e, but the a mount of
domestic investment its elf come s to be de termined by
the level of export trade and the state of fore ign ex change . Ex port trade thus becomes the most important
singl e element for explaining fluctuations in the l evel

9Thoma s F . Dernburg a nd Dunca n M. McDougal , Macro-Economics
(New York : McGraw-Hill , 1960) , p. 173.
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of e conomic activity in: a primary goods producing, "export
ty pe" economy. 10
The na tiona l incom e in these c ountrie s is likely to res pond to the
change s in demand fo
rei

.he ir ex).Jorts .

n these countr ies, whi ch always

upon a fe w ma jor produc ts , the vicissitud e in export volu me te nds

to produce a sharp reflection within the economy . If there are fluctuations
in fo r ei gn dem nd fo r, or fluctuations in prices of, their exports, it would
ca use a dra stic change in export earnings or income . If income is reduc ed
by cha nging prices and/or demand , it may soon affect other rela ted sectors
in the economy. 11
Fluctuations, both in prices a nd volume of agricultural exports
in Thailand ha ve a s ubstantial affect on economic activity.• As mentioned,
a gricultura l exports play an important role in raising government's revenue,
a ccounting for about 16. 4 per cent of the total government revenue during
1960/ 62 period. 12 The fluctuations in prices and volume of exports, through
the a ction of the multiplier and accelerator, might cause fluctuations in the
level of income and e mployment in the country . As Higgins states in his
book:
It has been estimated on a global basis that a
c hange of only five per cent in average export

10 walter Krause, The International Economy (Cambridge, Mass:
Houghton Mifflin , 1955) , p. 295.
llibid •• p. 295.
12Benjamin Higgins, Economic Development (New York : W. W.
Norton , 1958), p. 555.
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prices is approximately equiva le nt to the entire
a nnual inflow of private ,md public capital and
government grants to underdeveloped countries. 13
It s hould be pointed out that fluctuation s in export prices and/or
volum e not only a ffect the level of national incom e, but also the volum e
of go ve r nm ent expenditure and private investm ent, whic h in turn influen ce na tional income.

Fore ign trade a nd growth
It is s ometimes held that underdeve loped countries a re poor beca use

they ha ve bee n m ade to participa te unduly in foreign tra de .

Enke points out

that:
This author a nd many others feel that the progress
o f unde rdeveloped countries must come la rgely through
s ome sort of participa tion in world tra de . The rea lly
stagna nt countries are those with hardly a ny for eign
t rade . 14
He als o contends that if a country does not export it can not import-excep t on credit or charity--for the payments ma de and receive d m us t
a lway b«la nc e. 15 A country that has a small dom es tic market can make
only a limited r a nge of products economically , which a lso limits the level
of employm ent a nd income.

The relation of fore ign trade (exports plus

imports ) to the na tional income (net nationa l product a t factor cost) of

13

N. J,

United Nations , ECAFE , 1964, p. 71 9 .

14stephen Enke , Economics for Developm en t (Englewood Cliffs ,
Pre ntice- Hall , 1963), p. 60.
15fuid . ' p. 60.
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Thailand has increased.

The increase in pa rticipation in interna tio nal

trade was pronounced, at the same time the national income a t current
price s mcre:tsed from 44. 4 billion baht in 1959 to 65. 9 billion ba ht in
1965 , or forty -eight per cent increase over 1959.

Qi!;pi tal fo rma tion in Thaila nd
As m entioned in the las t chapter the condition for sustained economic
growth , requires that the rate of saving a nd inves tme nt be increased by
more than e nough to maintain pe r ca pita income. a

Tha t is , a higher

r a te of sa ving will l ead to a higher rate of ca pi tal form a tion.

The level

of investme nt , in turn , d epends on the availability of capital.

In an

economy with

high r ate of popula tion g rowth , the greater is the proportio n

of a give n i ncrea se in na tiona l income which has to be set apart fo r current co ns umption a t the prevailing level.

More capital is needed to pro-

vide the investment which, in turn, is a source of e mployment a nd income.
The l eve l of saving a nd investment should be high e nough to promote
economic d evelopment.

Rostow has characterized the take-off by , a mong

other things , a high rate of saving a nd investment; not less than ten per
cent of na tiona l income .

16

That is to promote economic development ,

the underdeveloped countries must r a ise their r a te of saving a nd inve stme nt
hove ten per cent of their national income .

~ See p . 59

a bove.

16w. W. Rostow , "The ' Take -Off' into Self-Sustained Growth ,"
Economic Journa l (March 1956) , pp. 29-32 .
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In T haila nd , the gross fixed capital forma tion is above ten per

cent of the GDP (see Table 23).

The gross fix ed ca pital formation

has inc r ea sed from 14. 4 per cent in 1953 to 22.2 pe r cent of the GDP
in 1964 , which a t the same period pe r ca pita gross domestic fix ed
ca pital fo r m a tion increased from 11. 1 to 26. 6 per cent of GDP. 17 Thaila nd 's gross dome s tic fixed capital form a tion is the second highest in
the ECAFE co untries , with Japan a t 32.2 as the highest. 18
The ECAFE study points out that:
Other things being equal, a higher per capita incom e
ma kes it possible to have a larger per capita capital
forma tion , a nd the large r per capita capital formation , the grea ter is the possibility of increa sing
per ca pita income . 19
But the rela tion between per capita income a nd per capita capital
form a tion of Thaila nd is not so close.

During the period 1957-1964 per

capita c "lpi tal forma tion more than doubled , while the per capita incom e
l ess than doubled .

(See Table 25)

The validity of the concept of capital formation a nd the "take-off"
theory of Rostow should be reconsidered . Myint argues in his recent
book that:
It is worth noting that a country's rate of economic

growth depends not only on how much it can save ,

17 United Na tions, ECAFE , 19 65, op . c it., p. 161.
18 Ibid . , p. 162 .
19

Ibid .• p. 162 .
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Tabl e 25 .

Per ca pita income a nd capital form a tion of Thaila nd 1957-1964
(in U. S. dollar)

Yea r

Pe1 a pita
gross domestic
fixed capital
formation
(per cent of GDP)

19 57

12. 6

92.2

1958

ll . 8

92.7

19 59

12. 8

96.6

1960

14. 6

103 . 3

1961

16.2

106.8

1962

19 . 9

112 . 5

1963

24 . 9

115 . 0

1964

26 . 6

120. 6

Per capita
income

Sourc e: United Na tions, ECAFE, 1965 a nd National Income Office,
Na tional Income of Thailand, 1965.
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but also on how producti vely it can invest this saving.
Some underdevelo ped coun tr·es 'l'lth a high ratio of
e port to national incom e may not find it too difficult
to r .lis e their rate of saving by means of marketing boards
nd other forms of taxation on fore ign trade, particularly
during expol', '"'01" ·.
What t hen decides how far
a give n underdeveloped country is ready to absorb a iugh
r i te of saving into productive inves tment, a nd to keep
on gener ting this r a te of saving and absorbing it i nto
inves tme nt? 20
Investment opportunity a nd domestic infra structures a re still a n
import111t f'lctor in determining the level of inves tm ent , not the level
of capi H l form a tion . Capital formation a lone ca n not r a ise the na tional
income of a na tion , like in Thaila nd .

Also more pa rticipa tion in inter-

na tiona l tra de ca n not help raise the well - being of the nation directly.
It can not be denied tha t the econo my of Tha iland has been l ack-

ing in growth a nd progress since World War II.

Empirical evidence to

s upport thi s a rgument can be seen from the fact that almost a ll writings
in the economics of developm ent refer to per capita income as an index
of development.

The dividing point between developed a nd underdeveloped

countri es is the per capita nationa l income; say one fourth of the per
ca pita nationa l income of the United States . A low per capita na tional
income is a n important characteri stic of the poor a nd underdeve loped
countrie s.

20 Hh My int , The Economic s for the Developing Countries (New
Yo rk : Frederick A. Prager , 1964) , p. 16 .
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But the ques tion remains why the economy of Thailand has grown
a t s uch a slow r a te . Income leve ls continue to be among the lowest in
the world.

That is , there is a widening gap in per capita incom es be-

tween developed and underdeveloped countries, a nd Tha ila nd is no exca ption .

Considering the existing gap in incomes , ma ny writers , a mong

them My int , have been al a rmed by the possibility of this gap widening.
He stltes that it is even more dangerous and undesirable than the exi sting lo w a b olute levels of incom e in the underdeveloped countries.
Concerning the evils of poverty such a s hunger and disease, or even
the "vicious circle ," the obstacles to development a re both a ca use
a nd consequence of poverty: low real income leads to a low leve l of
dem<tnd whic h , in turn , leads to low investment a nd hence back to capital
de ficiency . It was the low absolute l evel of per capita income which
m attered more than the size of the gap in incomes.

It is far more

concerned with the gap in incomes to the subjective problem than objective ones.

There is the subjective problem of discontent of the under-

deve loped countries with their present economic status .

This feeling

of dis content is reinforced by the beliefs a nd theory about how their
past pa ttern of economic development based on the expa nsion of primary
exports has contributed to their present economic plight. In so far
this r ea ction against the past leads the underdeveloped countries to adopt
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policies of economic nationalism, which adversely affect present economic
situ a tion of these countries. 21
"Some ignored , " M.vint continued , "the influence of the widening
gap.

They pointed to the fact that some underdeveloped countries are

growing just a s fas t or faster than the developed countries. " 22 But the
gap will widen even for those underdeveloped countries whose per capita
incom e is growing at a fa ster r ate than those of the developed countries,
because the widening gap depends not only on the differences in the
rate of growth but a l so on the initial width of the gap. 23 Myint supports
his a rgument arithmetically as follows:
This ca n be illustrated by a simple calculation of
the gap between a developed country with a per
capita income of $1, 000 and a n underdeve loped
country with a per capita income of $100, both
growing at the same rate; say 2 % per annum.
The initial gap is $900. Next year, the per· capita
income of developed country rises to $1,020 while
that of underdeveloped countries rises only to $102-thus resulting in a widening gap of $918. In fact ,
the per capita income of the underdeveloped country
must grow by 20 percent or ten times faster to get
to $120 and maintain the same gap of $900. 24
Tha iland has a growth rate in aggregate income of six per cent
per a nnum , and a growth rate in per capita incom e of three per cent a

21Myint, op. cit., pp. 19-20.
22!_bid. ' p . 19.
23Myint, Ibid. , pp. 13-22.
24 Ibid . ' p. 18.
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yea r .

The r a te of growth in per capita income at this level with the

a bsolute low level of income , the size of the gap of per capita income
of Thailand compa red with developed countries will continue to grow.
It would be said that Thailand as an underdeveloped country in twentieth
century will still be an underdeveloped country in twenty-first century,
this a l s o seems to be the future of other underdeveloped countries of the
world .
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

The b 1 is of interna tiona l tra de is the principle of compa r a tive
adv.m t,ge--a co untry exports goods for which it ha s compa r a tive cost
dv muges and i mports goods for which it has compa r .ttive cost disadvantages.
The expmsion of interna tiona l trade can be the e s ca pe pa ss:tge from economic
s

gn:ttion.

Furthermore , it will result in specia lization within a country

a nd i ncrea sing efficiency of production a nd r eal income .
In underde ve loped countries , the expa nsion of internationa l trade
do es no t lw).ys help in r a ising the dome s tic standa rd of living.

The

"mu ltiplier e ffects" of foreign tra de will be less pronounc ed in underdeveloped than in adva nced countries , because underdeveloped economie s
a re less interdependent than advanced ones and the repercussions of
changes in income in one sector on employment in a nother are not as
mark ed. A s ubstantial proportion may be la rgely outside the ma rket
economy , living close to a subsistenc e l evel.

The a ccelera tor (the

increa se in investment resulting from initia l increa s es in consumer
s pending), the chief destabilizer of adva nced economies , play a rela tive s ma ll role in the less indus tria lized ones . 1

1 lliggins , op. cit. , pp. 555-557 .
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Myint com es out to support Higgins :
It mus t be a dmitted that in contrast to the tremendous
s timulus to further economic development enjoyed by
the advltnced countries, interna tiona l tra de seems to
h<ive hJd ver) little effect on the people of backward
countr ieR except in the development of new wants. 2

Gunna.r Myrdal 's opinio n s uppo rt the above a rgument of Myint that
tra de between underdeveloped a nd adv need countries is fa r from equa lly
bene fici al.

He s -'l id :

On the international as on the national l evel , tra de
doe s not by itself necessarily work for equality. It
may, on the contra ry , ha ve strong backwash effect
on the underdeveloped countri es. 3

My rda l contends that tra de between und erdeveloped a nd advanced
countries , far from tending tow rd equa lity of ma rginal productivity a nd
incomes, res ults in a tendency a way fro m equilibrium , a viciou s spiral

bringing increas ing dis crepa ncies between productivity of advanced and
underdeveloped countries.
The pre ent pa ttern of trade a nd production of the underdeveloped
countries r eflect the nega tive e ffects rather tha n true comparative adva ntage .

Instead of increas ing production of prima r y goods fo r export ,

these countries try to improve a nd develop industria l goods.

We might

2 Hla Myint, "The Ga in s from Interna tiona l Trade a nd the Backward
Countries " Review of Econom.!£s Studi ~ (1955). p. 140.
3Gunna r My rdal , Economics Theory a nd Under-Developed Regions
{London : Duckworth , 1957), p. 51.
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that the capitalistic system cou!d n::>'trun itself automatically and
full employ me nt.

m:~"p(~;~

He also contended that the capitalisti c system could 'h:d

,u1 eqttilibrium o f l es s t han fnll <'mnlovm e nt.

Tt

mi g-~t

be

~:tid ··~~t

+'

fe s ibil ity of the theory should be r evi ewed .
lf interna tional specialization resulted in growth of partic ipa nt

countri es , the question would be coming to light somewhere in the theory
of internationa l trade which is based on the comparative cost doctrine .
Most unde rdeveloped countries find it increasingly difficult to fina nce the
necess a ry imports of manufactured goods.

Traditionally , manufactured

goods a r e produced in developed countries a nd primary products in underdeveloped ones.

As mentioned in the preceeding passage that the present

pa ttern of tra de and production in underdeveloped countries reflected the
negative effect far in excess of the comparative advantage , a nd division
of labo r a mong na tions.

Antonella Picchio supports this argument in her

study :
The international trade system , as it is now
s tructured , is a cause of inequality among the
countries of the world . The distribution of the
benefits de riving from trade is not proportiona lly
equa l for all the participants in the markets .
this negative tendency of the internationa l market
has been particularly damagi ng for the economies of
the underdeveloped countries. 8

8Antonella Picchio , "The Interna tiona l Cooperation in the Economic
Developme nt of La tin America , " (Unpublished M.A. thesis , Department of
Economics , Utah State University, Logan , Utah 1964), p. 90.
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Ra ul Prebisch comes out to support her studv:
The center is in a better pos ition to retain the
fruits of its general incr ease in productivity ....
while a t the periphery , a part of the fruits of
these l mprover.::ents is tranfferred throu~rh the
fall of export prices and the corresponding deterioration in the terms of trade. 9
In other words, the center ke eps the whole benefits of teclmica l
development while the underdeveloped countries cannot share the progress.

Instea d of increasing production of primary goods for exports

and importing manufactured goods, the underdeveloped countries have
introduced pl a nning for industrialization.

This seems to be a de parture

from division of labo r and the doctrine of the comparative advantage.
Economic development and industrialization are commonly regarded
as synonymous.

The validity of this concept appears to be strengthened

by the observa tion that nearly all industrialized economies are relatively
well developed , while nearly all underdeveloped countries are mainly
agricultura l.
The most important objective of the economic planning of Thailand
is to lay down the basic frame-work for economic ba la nced growth;
and as a result it will lead to promoting industria l expansion.

This pro-

posal will be effecte d by the encouragement of private initiative to
industrial investment. In the course of time there will be great industria l
expansion and will account for a growing share of the gross national products.

9 Raul Prebisch, "Commercial Policy in the Underdeveloped Countries,"
American Economic Review , Papers and Proceedings, (May, 1959) , p. 262.
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The growth of gross national product in Thailand was not at a
constant r a te but was characterized by varying r ate in different periods.
It lud Lowe r r ates of growtb in the early po st-war y ea r s , but the in -

crease h..ts

!most doubled in recent years.

T he overall rate or growth

fr·om 1951 - 1964 a vera ged six per c ent of the GNP at cons tant prices,
a t the s .me time , the rate of growth from 1951-1958 wa s only 4. 9
per c ent , a nd seven per cent fro m 1951>-1964.
The a nnua l r ate of increase of pe r capita income from 1951 to
19 64 wa s t hree per cent.

The rate of per cap ita income increase can

not be conside r ed satisfactory in view of the very low income level.

Tllis

inevitably led to a further relative la g in the per capita income of Thaila nd in compa rison with J apan , an industrial country, which had a growth
r a te of 8. 1 per cent during 1951-1964 , a nd 11. 1 per cent from 1958-1964 ,
the growtb r a te of per capita income of Thailand i s drastically low.
Al t hough Tha iland's rate of income increase improved from 1958 1964, the high r a te of population growth which was a t three per cent per
a nnum , he ld down the r a te of per capita incom e growth.
As me ntioned in Chapter II economic growth involves not only
intertempora l bu t a lso interspa tial or international compa risons . Economic growth thus becomes a question not only of absolute change in a
certain a ggregate but a lso of relative changes .
The pe r c pi ta incom e in the a bsolute sense in Thailand was a bout
10 3 U. S. dolla rs in 1963 (see Table 26) while in the s a me year the per
capita income was 2 , 746 U.S. dollars a nd 1, 206 U.S. dollars in North
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Tabl e 26.

Pe r ca pita GDP at fa c•_o r cos t by regio ns and T hailand

1963

13C4

U. S. dolla r

North Am e rica

2 , 746

2 , 910

EEc

1 , 206

1, 311

EFTA

1,315

1, 411

La tin Am e rica

Ea s t and S, E. Asia

345

92

671

J a pa n

THAILAND

103

Source : United Nations , Yearbook of Na tional Account Statistics , 1965.
Note : -- - not availabl e .
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America a nd EEC countries respectively.

Compa red with Latin America

countries with 345 dollars in 1963 , the per capita income of Thailand is
low.

The inability of Thailand to increas e its per capita inco me s ignifi -

ca ntly fa ster than the rate of population growth , a nd the continuous widening of the per capita income gap between Thaila nd's level to the world's
level , le t a lone the developed countries, are the unsatisfactory features
of the growth performance.
The findings above seem to support the conclusion that instead of
increas ing production of primary products for exports and importing
m anufactured goods which is based on the postulate of international specializa tion , Thailand , as in many underdeveloped countries, has introduced
planning for industrialization.

This seems to agree with Prebisch proposal

that growth in underdeveloped countries must be promoted by domestic
industrialization (p. 18 above).

Then the validity of traditional trade theory

should be under a review according to Prebisch's arguments.
International trade theory seems lacking in consistencies, both
in theoretical and empirical evidences.

Full employment equilibrium

has been criticized by Keynes as a special case.

The assumption of

free trade and free competition are also criticized by Myrdal.
his book he mentioned:
The practical free postulate is always equipped
with a la rge number of abstract assumtpions and
reservations. .
fre e competition has never

In
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exi ~ ted

a nd t he ac tua l trends are to move soc iety ever
further a way from it. 10

The ma in contradictions between compa r a tive a dva ntage a nd othe r
prmciples of r esource allocation derive from t heir differe nt onentation
and ass umptions.

The class ica l a nalysis fo cuses on long-run tendencies

a nd equilib rium conditions , while the mode rn theory of growth is con cerned with the inter a ction a mong producing a nd consuming units in
dy namic sy ste ms. 11
Acc ording to clas sica l theory of growth, "the whole process of
growth ta kes pla ce in time ; time is the variable with respect to which
all the va ri bles in our equations must be differentiated to get a picture
of the growth process. " 12 The compa r a tive cost doctJ;Jne is essentia lly
a static ge neral equilibrium theory.

The optimum pa tte rn of pro -

du ction and tra de for a country is dete rmined from a comparison of the
opportunity cost of producing a given commodity with the price at which
it could be imported or exported.

1n equilibrium no commodity is produced

which could be imported at lower cost , a nd exports are expanded until
margina l revenue e qua l mar gina l cost.

Under the a ssumption of full

employ me nt a nd perfect competition, the opportunity cost of

10

My rda l , op. cit. , p. 141.

11
Hollis B. Chenery , "Comparative Adva ntage and Developme nt Policy , "
Americ l n Economic Review , Pa pers and P roceedings , (March, 1961) , p. 19.
12 Higgins , ~. p. 96.
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a commodity is equal to its market value . Market prices of factors a nd
commodities ca n , there fore , be us ed to determine comparative advanta ge
unde r competitive conditions.
Mod ern growth theorists , (Schum peter , Ha rrod , and Hanse n) have
been more conce rned with the determina tion of money income and the
whole s a ving investment relationship .

They introduced a distinction between

induced a nd a utonomous investment , stress ed teclmologica l progress a nd
resource discoveries as generators of autonomous investment. The
"moderns" also stressed the relationship between income , effective
de ma nd , profits , a nd investment. 13
Growth theory either ignor es compara tive a dva ntage and the
possibilities of trade completely , or it considers ma inly the dyna mic a spects,
s uc h as the stimulus that an increase in exports provides to the developm e nt of rela ted sec tors or the functions of imports as a carrier of new
products a nd adva nced tec lmologie s .

With this different point of view,

growth theorists often suggest investme nt criteria that are quite contradictory
to those derived from considerations of comparative adva ntage.
It can be concluded that the theory of inte rna tional tra de seems

inade qua te to expla in the facts in dynamic process in the world today.
At t he present time , there is still not any theory to cope with the problems.
Underdeveloped countries have moved their way towa rd a more protec tive

13

fbid . ' pp. 199 - 201.
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policy.

As Myint indicated, the growth of protection policy in the under-

d eveloped countries is higher as a result of the r eversa l of the terms of
trade a nd the deterioration of the m .

He

~ a id :

Instea d of protecting a s ingle industry in isola tion ,
we now have to think in terms of a whol e group of
industries. At pres e nt , the most common pa ttern:
of protection in the developing countries is protection "in width, " covering a horizontal group of
light consumers' goods industries. 14
Interna tional economic inequalities have been growing in recent
years , a s Myrda l states in his book:
The fa cts of internationa l economic inequa lities,
a nd of their tendency to increase are awkward from
the point of view of this theory, which had turned
its b ck on these phenom ena and even suggested that
interna tional trade had equalising effects. 15
And the inadequa cy of the theory to explain reality cannot be accounted
for by pointing to the relative breakdown of the multila teral trading
system .

He a lso attacked the inadequacy of the theory to explain this

fa ct:
It is understatement to say that the theory of international trade does not furnish us with a model or
logica l mechanism representing a system of rational
hypothes is which can be used for expla ining why and
how the huge economic inequa lities between different

14 ma My int, The Economics of the Developing Countries (New York
Frederick A. Praeger, 1965) , p. 160 .
15 Myrdal , op. cit. , p. 154.
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countries ha ve come to exist and why they tend to
grow. 16
Thi s calls for a new theory of internationa l trade beca use the
economic ine qua litie s betwee n nations cannot be r eac hed by the a pplication
of the cla ssica l theory of the internationa l tra de .

He said :

A theory of inte rnational trade found ed upon assumption
unrea lities .
. tends continuously to be permea ted
by the idealogic al ele me nts which I have referred to
a s the predilections of e conom ic theory , and which
have had a particularly strong influence on the theory
of inte rna tional trade. 17

The commercial policies of underdevelope d countries tend towa rd
a utarky --the protection of dome stic industry , and the restriction of imports.

The policies are far from the postulate of internationa l trade

tha.t tr a de leads to specialization a nd growth in real income.

Critics

of the theory grow , espec ially from those who have had experience with
underdeveloped countries.
Cla ssica l theory, which assumed t hat supply , de mand, a nd price
were mutua lly self-determining , a nd that each production factor would
be rewarded in accorda nc e with its margina l products, failed to so lve the
economic proble ms during the Great Depre ssion.
theory of Keynesian economics.

The r e resulted t he new

The theory of international trade cannot

be used to solve and expla in the problems of internationa l tra de today , and

16
17

Tbid .• p . 149 .
Ibid . • p. 155.
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must lead to the new theory . Keynes attacked classical economics and asked
us to disca rd the theory.

It would be the same to the theory of inte rna tional

trade . Keynes said:
Moreover , the characteristics of the special case
a ssum ed by the classical theory happe n not to be
those of the economic society in which we actually
live , with the result that its teaching is misleading and disastrous if we attempt to apply it to the
fac ts of experienc e. 18
The traditional trade theory was formulated by classical economists
who based their assumption on the abstract world, and tended to be nonempirical a nd to ignore the way in which things actually worked.

18Keynes , op, cit. , p. 3.
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